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:0 TRUSTEES SUSTAINED DECISION
OF ARBITRATION COMMITTEE
•
• I
er
•
MISS EMMA MORGAN ELEC
TED TO PRINCIPALHIP OF Mc-
KINLEY BUILDING LAST NIGHT—NEW ROOM
 BE CREATED
AT WASHINGTON BUILDING, 
AND ALSO ONE AT McKIN-
T RUILDING—BAD WEATHER TARDINESS DOES 
NOT
COUNT.
Trile to their promise, the majority
-of the school board last evening vot-
ed to abide by the decision of the ar-
bitration committee selected several
weeks ago to settle the controversy
regarding attempts made by Superin-
tendent Lieb and others to get Miss
"Emma Morgan put out of the public
school. Members Troutman and
.iGallman were the absentees from last
night's session of the board, and when
Ithe report of the arbitration commit-
tee was brought up, adjudging that
Miss Morgan shall have the principal-
ship of the McKinley building, eight
of the ten trustees present vote& to
Sustain the report. Trustee Louis Fet-
ter voted against the report, while
Harry Williamson, the chairman of
the trustees, refused to vote by get-
ting himself excused from casting a ,
ballot, despite the fact he voted. sev-,
eral weeks ago to refer the contro-
versy to the arbitratnrs, and abide by
their decision. On the report being
sustained, the trustees then formally
elected Miss Morgan and. directed
that she be placed at the McKinley
building, whieh is just what she
wants, she will not be brought in
daily contact with Supt. Lieb arfd
Principal Payne of the Washington
building where is located the English
teacherehip which she held last year.
She does not want to be in the same
building as the superintendent and
principal, who have opposed her, and
at her request it was decided that she
need not start to work until next
Monday morning. Professor Harri-
son. who has been filling the McKin-
ley principalship temporarily, will be
• relieved of service at that time
Steps were taken last evening by
the trustees to relieve the over-
crowded condition of the public
schools, occasioned by the large num-
ber of new pupils entering this year
Superintendent Lieb reported to the
board. that the lower grades were
greatly crowded, none of the first
primary grade rooms having lees than
43 pupils in it, while some have. as
high as 87 l•ttle ones with only one
teachers to look after them. The
superintendent recommended that one
of the vacant rooms at the McKinley
building be fixed up to care for the
crowded condition of that vicinity, as.
pupils from the Franklin building can
also be transferred there. Ma. Leib
then suggested as a remedy, for the
congested condition at the Washing-
ton school that a room be fixed up
In the high school building basement
to be used as an office for the super-
intendent, and also meeting place for
the trustee;, who ean thereby vacate
their present assembly room on the
first floor and let it be supplied with
desks for another room to be created
there for the surplus pupils. With this
arrangement the superintendent be-
lieves the crowded state of affairs can
be overcame, and the trfistees voted
to adopt his suggestion, which means
Superintendent of Buildings Moyer
will start immediately to cut a door
for the new basement office and equip
it, while desks will be ordered for the
newly created room on the first floor.
Superintendent List, urged the
board to pay the teachers their
monthly salary upon the Saturday fol-
lowing the scholastic month, which is
four weeks, but the board decided the
teachers could wait until the first
Tuesday of each month, when the
trustees hold their regular monthly
'business session.
Chairman List of :.%e finance com-
mittee reported that September tst,
$11,238.86 was in the school treasury.
whit $44 was collected during that
month, $439.42 spent, leaving a prev-
ent balance of $to,80.44.
The monthly payroll of $1,800.25
,was allowed, as were miscellaneous
bills amounting to $393.23.
Soperintendent of Buildings Hoyer
filed his report, showing the work he
had done during September „upon the
different buildings.
The high school building play
ground's are much higher than the
property of Mrs. Kelley's adjourning,
and she requested that a ditch be dug
to catch the water that now flows on-
to her property. The building com-
mittee- was ordered to have the ditch
dug.
The trustees have sold the old
abandoned school building and
grounds in Mechanicsburg to the Me-.
ehanicsburg Christian church, which
•
paid $1,00o :or it. Report was made
that $700 of the purcnase price had
been paid over in cash and put into
the treasury, while a three months
note is given for the deferrvi payment
(ii $aoci.
IVhen the new McKinley building
was constructed in Mechaicsburg the
tiiistees held back part of the money
due the contractors erecting the
structure on the grouni that the
raastering on some of the walls of
las rooms is so soft one could
sciatch it off with the. fingernail.
The board has been holding back this
looney now for mane months, and
g this meeting Secreary Pitcher
urged that something be done to-
wards settling the indebtedness, as
hill of the preseqt boaei will go out
oi occice the first of ,'ex' year, and
they should not leave any debts hang-
ing seta to be paid by those succeed-
;lig ...ae present trustees. After much
discuss'on it was decides: to tefer the
Ili I ter to the buildinis committee,
that body to have the contactors me*
move all the soft portion of :he plas-
tering oid new put on. The money
will rhen he paid over.
The superintendent reported that
eight of the teachers had been tardy
in getting to school during Septem-
ber, some of them having n- excuse,
while others dal It was ordered that
those having no good excuse be fined,
the money kept out of their salary,
for each time they were tardy. Those
made tardy by sickness, breaking
down of street cars, etc., will not be
assessed. The trustees then voted
that herafter the teachers are not to
be fined if they are reasonably tardy
during bad weather. All the trustees
voted for this latter motion, except
Williamson. Fetter, Morris and Wal-
ston.
INJUNCTION IN ,INSPECT CATTLE HORSE SHOW
REHKOPF CASE IMPORTED HERE OPENS TONIGHT
JUDGE REED WILL LOOK INTO STA
TE VETERINARIAN DE-
MATTER BEFORE MAKING -3IRES COUNTY
 TO EM-
DECISION. PLOY A MAN.
1111.••••••
STRUCK BY CAR.
Andy Davis Has Broken Collar Bone
and Ugly Gash in Head.
Yesterday morning about 11:3o
o'clock a street car hit Rhodes-Bur-
ford's delivery wagon at Eighth and
Adams streets, knocking the vehicle
to one side and toppling it over. Andy
Davis svas inside, and by the collision
had his collar bone broken and an
ugly bash cut in his head. Driver
James afardison escaped injury. The
car was So. so in charge of Motor-
man J. .SBagby and Conductor M
B. Jordan. Davis was moved to the
home of his brother, at 1117 South
Fourth street in Undertaker Nance's
ambulance.
BOARD OF WORKS.
Meeting WiH Be Held This After-
noon for First ime Since
Week Before Last.
The board of public works will
meet this afterono for the first time
in nearly two weeks, therefore con-
siderable comes up before them for
disposal. The members did not gather
last week because Secretary Taylor
was in Chicago attending the munici-
lpalitles tconvantion, while Member
Langstaff was up North, this leaving
only President Wilhelm in the city.
CRIMINAL
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 2.—Several
hundred men are searching the coun-
try around ;Ben! Davis, a small town
six miles west of this city, for an
unknown negro who eommitted an as-
sault upon a woman, and then beat
her over the bead, leaving her in a
dying condition. The woman is nast
expected to recover.
Should the negro be apprehended
it is thought he will be severely dalt
with.
Upon arriving at the scene- of the
assault Sheriff Courbier took charge
of the search for the negro, placing
his deputies in charge of differant
squads of men.
The negro is believed to have been
located in a corn field, and armed
men are tonight patrolling the out-
skirts of the field. Tomorrow a
thorough search of the corn field will
be made.
The woman assaulted is the wife of
Henry Fling, a well known farmer,
aged fiffyli)iee. Mrs. Fling was
alone at home with her aged invall4
mother just before she was attacked.
'
Tomorrow at Louisville Judge Coch-
ran Takes Up Question of Order-
ing-Company Into Bankruptcy.
Judge Reed of the ctrcuit court yes-
terday said he did not yet know
whether be would take up the Reh-
kopf injunction suit Friday, as he has
to look further into the matter. As-
signee Barber filed the injunction suit
last week in the circuit court while
the judge was at Benton conducting
court there. Because of Judge Reed's
absence, Circuit Clerk Miller issued
a temporary injunction, binding for
ten days, which expire Friday. To-
morrow in Louisville there comes up
before the Uniter States court the
question of forcing the Rehkopf com-
pany into bankruptcy. Judge Reed
was asked last night if he would take
up Friday the question of a perma-
nent injunction, inasmuch as the prob-
abilities are the Louisville judge will
order therrn into bankruptcy to-
voornow. A"*e judge replied he would
'have to loo` into the matter first.
President 'Rehkopf of the company
is still out of the city, as is his at-
torney, Judie James Campbell who is
at St. Louis attending the bedside ot
his brother, Mr. Given Campbell, who
is quite ill. Or occount of the ab-
sence of both lawyer and client it
could not yesterday
what would be done
ing at Louisville to
(tempts to throw the
bankruptcy.
Several more material liens have
been filed in the county court against
the Rehkopf concern, claiming Sums
for goods sold the firm. The liens
are as follows: Fort Recovery Stir:
rdp company, $1o9.64; Woefel
Leather company of Morris, Ill.,
$85.63; Rex Imperial sompany of
Newark, New Jersey $518•44.
be ascertained
towards appear-
combat the at-
corporation into
WOMAN 'SHINER CAUGHT.
Louisville, Oct. 2.—Martha John-
son was arrested at Hardinsburg
Ky., Saturday by Deputy United
states Marshal 'Bennett and taken be-
fore the United States commissioner
at Owensboro. She was then remov-
ed to the jail at Louisville, charged
ith retailing spirituous liquor with-
out paying the special tax thereon.
Elliot Carter, William Turk, alias
William Hundley, and Lafayette
Jones were also arrested last week by
the United States marshal's deputies
and held over to the United States
court by two commissioners. Com-
missioner Boldrick, of Lebanon, 'held
Carter while Commissioner Cassin
committed the other two men. Rev-
enue law violation is charged in each
case.
Associated Charities.
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 2.—At a mass
meeting held at the Methodist church
yesterday an organization of assoc-
isted chanties was formed, having
as its purpose the concentration of
all work being done by the fraternal
oiders, lodges, churches and otker
institutions under one management,
which shall investigate and keep a
record of all applicants and pot a
ASSAULT 
stop to solicitation of alms by poor
IN HOOSIER STATE 
persons. The organization will at the
• same time operate a labor bureau, in
ersons able tow the names of p
work will be kept.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
MUST PLEAD TO INDICTMENT
Chicar, Ill., Oct. 2.—The Standard
Oil company has been ordered to
plead by Oct. to to the indictment
charging the giving of rebates. The
matter will come up before Judge
Landis.
Counsel for the company did not
contest the. summons in court today
but erserily' asked for time to read
over and become acquainted with the
6,000 iore counts in the indict-
ment.-,.
Follbwing this, the attorneys for
the defendant entered the appearance
of the' company generally. They had
previously contended that under the
law the government could not force
their clients into court until the De-
cember term of court. Had this been
true, they would not have had to
4leadmarls.1,4 indictment until about
February 1.
MATTER LAID OVER
UNTIL NEXT
KEEPER OF POOR FARM WILL
BE ELECTED THIS MORN-
ING BY FISCAL COURT.
• •,
••••••
Supervisor Bert Johnson Has Spent
li23,147.17 on County Highways
in Six Months.
During the meeting of the fiscal
court yesterday there was brought up
the question of the county employing
a veterinary surgeon to inspect
cattle shipped into this city and coun-
ty from Southern points. After talk-
ing over the question, the magistrates
deciat .1 to let the matter go over un-
til the January meeting of tht court.
Much cattle come through this city
from the South, and the state veter-
inarian wants this county to have an
inspector to examine all the stock
coming this way from the South, so
as to prevent the Texas fever 
or
other diseases from being brought to
this vicinity by the imported cattle.
The state official laid the proposition
before Judge Lightfoot some months
ago and desired a high salaried. in-
spector, but the judge would not act
at that time, deeming it not necessary
then to make the appointment. Yes-
terday the judge laid the matter be-
fore the court, accompanied with the
statement that Veterinarian- Fisher of
South Third street had agreed to per-
form the duties for $25 per month.
In order though to look thoroughly
into the question, and see what other
veterinarits would act for, the magis-
trates laid the matter over until their
next court, which occurs the first
of 1907
The term of poor house keeper ex-
pires this term, and the justices de-
cided to take up the election this
morning at to o'clock. Mr. Robert
Wilkins has been the keeper of the
poor farm for several years, but is not
an applicant for re-election. There
are about fifteen other candidate*,
from which the choice will be made
today.
Supervisor Bert Johnson, of the
county roads, submitted his reports
showing the work done on the county
highways and bridges. The state-
ment for the three months preceding
July 1st, showed the following ex-
penditures; bridges, $2,925.70; gravel
roads $2,317.53; dirt roads, $3,744.22;
pipe bought $2429.73; tools, repaired
and. new ones bought, $1,250.84; total
$12,568.02. From July tst to October
1st, the expenditures were as follows:
on bridges, $2,112.86; dirt roads,
$4,320.30;, gravel roads, $2,4)73.83;
stone pipe bought, $7f42.94; one tran-
sit and level, $125; new tools and re-
pairs to old ones, $264.22; total $to,-
579.15. Grand total for six months
past, $23,10.17.
The following accounts were' al-
lowed: News-Democrat, $54.55; M. J.
Michelson, $14 50; R. G. Terrell, $5;
James Faker, $669.40; Dr. A. List, $5:
Robert Wilkins, $7o6.5o;. Dr. J. S.
Troutman, $5; Dr. L. E. Young, $5.
Clyde Cooper was allowed $18
quarterly for benefit of Mattie French.
Dr. Harper, of the county, put in a
bill for $10 for holding a postmortem
examination. The court started to re-
ject it, because at the last session a
resolution was adopted - stipulating
that liereafter no postmortem's shall
be held except by the county physi-
cian or at his order. Finally, after
Dr. Harper explained he did not have
the time to get the county physician's
order, the court, cut the bill to $5
and allowed it. .
Lawyer Dennis Mocquot presented
to the court one of the old Eliza-
bethtown o-ailroad bonds issued by
the county year; ago, but which have
been taken up. The attorney claimed
for 'his clira who holds this one
boa, that it had never been paid off
but the records show it aas, and the
magistrates refused to pay it now.
Killed By Falling Stone.
Bedford',, Ind., Oct. 2.—James Hol-
land, an employe at the United States
cement plant, was crushed to death at
6 . o'clock tOnight by a heavy stone
falling from a ledge.
IF WEATHER PERMITS, IT
"WILL BE A VERY ATTRAC-
nvr,
NY ENTRIES HAVE
ALREADY BEEN MADE
THE LAST REHEARSAL FOR
THE MUSICAL DRILL WILL
OCCUR THIS AFTERNOON.
Prospects Are For Some of the
Handsome Rigs and Finest Ani-
mals Ever Exhibited Here.
Tonight is the opening evening for
the annual horse show, and although
it is beitig looked' forward,' to with
much anxiety, still all fear the bad
weather of the past week may con-
tinue through today and handicap the
opening performance. All the ar-
rangements for the four niahts en-
tertainment have been completed and
the prospects are for an unusually
successful affair, ii the elements do
not interfcre. The grounds are in
nice condition under foot, with its
, sawdust and scraping, while over-
head clusters of ineadescent and arc
lights have been arranged to bsill;ant-
ly illuminate the show circle in which
the events will be pulled off.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock a re-
hearsal will be held by those taking
part in the musical drill under Dr.
J. Victor Voris, that is if the weather
permits, while this evening that will
be one of the nicest features of the
show. Those to take part are:
Mr. Zack Bryant and Mae Davis,
Mr. J. T. Fleming and Mrs. George
rlournoy, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rudy,
j Mir. Frank Davis and Miss Marjorie
Scott, Mr. James Utterback and Miss
Nell Holland, Mr. Sturtevant and
I Miss Fannie Wallace, Mr. Will Rudy
!and Miss Henri Alcott, Dr. Reynolds
and Mrs. Fannie Carter, Dr. Owen
and Mug Williametta Janes, Mr.
George Thompson, Jr., and Miss
Ethel Sights, Me. Ed Cave and Miss
Gene Morris, Mr. George Wallace,
Jr., and Niiss Boswell, Mr. James
Davis and Miss Clair St John, Mr.
Gus Thompson and Miss Martha
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Van Meter, Mr.
J. L. Friedman and Miss Jeannette
Campbell, Messrs. Vale, Rogers,
Fisher, Powell and Henneberger, Mr.
Harry Johnson and Bulger.
Already a large number of the
sponsors have arrived in the city to-
gether with hundreds of outside visit-
ors. attracted by the entertainment.
It is believed if the weather is good
that the grand stand will be unable to
hold • the thousands tonight. as last
year. When the show was an experi-
ment, the grandstand was taxed to
its capacity, and this will be exceeded
this time, ae the show is a certainty,
as regards success.
Many entries have been made in
each event for tonight, and some of
the prettiest rigs and finest animals of
the country will be viewed in the ring.
A number of stock men arrived yes-
terday with strings of animals, whili
others get here today. One of the
latter will be -Mr. Cade Stevaart, the
-former steamboat :pilot, who is now
in the stock business in Charleston,
Mo., and comes all the way here to
participate in the affair.
The boxes tonight will be occupied
by the following, with their friends:
B. J. Billings, Will Katterjohn, Geo.
H. Goodman, Virgin Sherrill, Jos. L.
Friedman, R. B. Phillips, W. B.
Webb, R. H. Noble, Campbell Flour-
noy, Henry Rudy, J. S. Bleecket,
lames P. Sleeth, Ben Weille, R. W.
Tully, E. J. Paxton, Geo. C. Thomp-
son, Dan Fitzpatrick, W. J. Dicke,
Anothony Long, Victor Voris, H. Ja,
Arentz, James P. Smith, Wallace
Weil, Lee Levy. Henry Braley,
Henry Hughes. Louis Rubel, Geo. C.
Wallace. Melvin Wallerstein, R. L.
Culley, J. C.' Utterbacks I. B. Howell,
Cook Husbands, H. and J. Waller-
stein,•W. j. Frills, T. C. Leech, Mrs.
Geo. Flournoy, W. W Rieke, Louis
Rieke, F. L. Scott, I. D. Wilcox, Dr.
H. G. Reynolds, 0. L. Gregory, E. C.
Boone, Mrs. Armour Gardner and
Mrs Hal Corbett.
Miss Rosie Sneed is visiting in
Memphis.
airs. C. A. Norvell and son, Paul,
went to St. Louis and Cape Girar-
delis
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WY-GENERAL'
RACE IS WON
FROM EVERYWHERE COME RE-
PORTS THAT COL. 'HEN-
Ts. WINNER.
LOUISVILLE LINES UP'
SOLIDLY .FOR HENDRICKS
ATTORNEY GENERAL HAIM
LEFT YESTERDAY IN CON-
TINUING STATE TOUR.
Gov. Beckham Speaks This Evening
at The Kentucky Tteater in
Interest of Candidacy.
...•••••••••••
Every day, tae _nomirratiotA of Col.
John K. Hqpdrick of this city as at-
torney general for The state becomes
more certain, and hie friends are
greatly pleased at the unanimous Sup-
port being received from over the
entire state by the leading attorney
of Kentucky or that exalted posi-
tion. The following clipping from
yietsyt:erday's` Louisville Post, a Repub-
lican newspaper, shows that he is the
favored of the two candidates in that
t
• '
"The slate to be osist, through in
`Louisville at the coming Democratic
state primary is being rapidly com-
pleted and the city employes are be-
ginning to get their instructions.
"Mr. W. B. Haldeman is in com-
plete control of the local arrange-
ments for the primary and will have
the final say as to who is to get the
support of the machine.
"The slate, as so far arranged:
reported to be as follows:
"For United States senator—J. C:
W'FoBercrovaenirnor—S. W. Hager. 
WW1
"For attorney general—John K.
Head-rick. Lillard Carter, the other
aspirant_in this race, will not receive
any local recognition.
"For superintendent of public in-
struction—W. C. Winfrey.
"Only one thing can prevent this
program, and that is a movvent trip-
on the part of the governor to press
the lid down in Louisville The lid
is wide open now"
Went to Register.
Attorney Alfred Hendrick returned
yesterday from Smithland, where he
went to register so he could vote in
the coming general election He
leaves in a day or two for Frankfort
to remain, as there shortly tecon»enes
the appellate court, -which too hzen
enjooing its summer vacation. I-1.• is
private secretary to Judge Thomas
Nunn of that high tribunal.
Left on Tour.
Yesterday morning at 8 o'clock At-
torney General 'N. B. Hays left for
other portions of the state, which he
is touring now in the interest of his
candidacy for governor. He spent the
night before here in this city, having
come in Monde) from Benton, where
he deliveted a eaeech to tae voters
dqring the gathering there of the Dark
Tobacco Growers' association of
Marshall county.
Congressman 011ie James, who also
spoke at 'the Benton aseembly. came
here, and left yesterday morning at
2 o'clock for Marion and Lemieville.
Beckham Tonight.
Gov. Beckham speaks this evening
at The Kentucky 4n the interest of
his candidacy for United States sen-
ator of this state.
Other Politicians.
Mr. L. P. Head, clerk of the Eddy.
yule penitentiary, is in the city to
spend a few days. He came down
yesterday to register and will remain
over to meet Gov. Beckham and oth-
er friends among the candidates, who
are more than likely to be in the city
today.
Col. Edw. O._ Leigh, private sec-
retary to Gov. Beckham, is in the
city. He came down from Frank-
fort yesterday morning to register and
to remain until after the coming of
Gov. Beckham to the city this even-
ing. He may go back to the capital
tonight.
'
Inherits lir r,000.
Maysville, Ky., Oct. 2.—The eleven.
year-old daughter of Mrs. Lida Ham.-31
itton wats notified this morning by
her guardian. James Robinson, of
Augusta, that she had inherited Vs,-
000 by the Will of 'her grandmother.
The girl will be placed in a college.
The girl's mother died a fey days
ago and was buried Sunday.
sa.
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EVERYTHING READY FOR
NEW ELECTRIC MACHINES
.0......••••••••111.••••••••
SUPERINTENDENT KEBBLER EXPECTS TO RECEIVE WORD OF
SHIPMENT OF MACHINERY FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
—EVERYTHING READY FOR TEN OF THE NEW LIGHTS,
WHILE WIRES WILL BE PLACED FOR OTHERS WHEN
BOARD DECIDES WHERE LI GHTS GO.
Supt. Kebbler, of the city electric-
light plant, yesterday finished re-
ararnging the interior of the city
powerhouse on Madison between
Ninth and Tenth streets, and every-
thing is now ready for installation of
the new electrical machinery, pur-
chased for purpose of enlarging the
plant so more power could be sup-
plied to furnish current for the thirty-
five additional street corner arc lights
to be erected at different points over
the city. The superintendent has been
engaged industriously for several
weeks past getting the foundations
built for the new machines, erecting
the pulleys, shafting, etc., and now
the only thing to be done on arrival
is to plate it on the foundations and
connect it with belting to the pulleys
and shafting.
Mr. Kebbler has received a letter ;
from the General Electric company!
saying the machinery would be
shipped last 1111onclay from their fac-
tory at Lynn, Mass., and. now he is I
daily expecting another communica-
tion saying the outfit had been for-
warded. As Lynn is a long distance I
on the other side of New York, it will !
probably take ten days or two weeks
for the mechanism to reach this city
by freight.
The board of works has aecided up-
on eleven places over he city where
lights are to be placed, in addition to
those already hanging. Of this eleven,
all the arrangements have been com-
pleted for ten of them so connections
can be made and the arcs hung im-
mediately on their arrival. One light
goes at each of the following points;
•
on Plunkett Hill at Thirteenth and
teenth
Adams; Tenth and Kentucky; Fif-
teenth and Monroe; Ninth and Wash-
ington; Fifteenth and Clay; Sixteenth
and Madison; Seventeenth and Mon-
roe; Eighth where the railroad tracks
cross between Campbell and Trimble;
Third and Washington; and one
where Caldwell street turns opposite
the stockyards near the Union depot.
The poles have been erected and
wires run for these new lights, while
the electricians will put up the poles
and wires as soon as the weather
permits, for the light that will go on
the city scale lot on Second between
Kentucky avenue and Washington
street.
This leaves twenty-four more of
the new lights to be located over the
city by the board of works, which will
do so immediately, as the poles and
wire are here and the only thing
necessary being selection of the site
upon which the arc lights shall be
erected.
At present there are 165 lights at
different street corners over the city,
and this number is increased to aoo
when the 35 new lights are up. When
the additional machinery arrives and
is installed at the powerhouse, all the
glass globes will be taken down, and
a new, enclosed globe put to each
light. These pew globes are otife
ones supplied by the Lynn, Mass.,
people, who have already forwarded
the aoo needed, and which number
have been stored away ready for use.
Supt. Kebbler stated the expense
of erecting poles, wires, constructing
the foundations, etc., amounted to be-
tween $2,500 and $3,000.
VERY SMOOTH 'SUIT AgAINST
MONEY ARTISTS COAL COMPANY
LOOKOUT BEIN GKEPr FOR
LOOKOUT BEING KEPT FOR
GRAFTERS.
They Worts 6 Money Racket Upon
the Merchants and are Generally
Successful at a.
A lookout 's being kept in this
C ty by the r erchants for a pair of
exceedingly smooth grafters who arc
cperating in this secOon of Kentucky,
with a great degree of se,. ices, their
scheme is a slick one.
One enters a business souse. makes
a small purchase and offers a $to
till in payment, gets his change and
departs. Then his confederatl en-
ters, makes a purchase and hands the
c:erk a $1 bill. When his change
comes he insists that his bill was a
$ro bill, and asks that the proprie
tcr be called when the clerk declares
that it was a $t bill. The grafter %Its
the proprietor that the thing can be
easily settled. The ttti bill was all
tie money ae had, he says. A sihort
time before he had occasirin to wish
to remember a telephone number and
jetted it down on the bill. "See if
*all is not marked on a bill in your
cash drawer,' he says. "If you find
such a bill it is mine." Of course.
that inscription had been marked 'On
the So) by the first visitor, and the
prietor no longer hesitates before
such conclusive ,proof, but hands
over the bill ahd calls down the
unfortunate clerk, who believes his
tight has served him a trick.
 
--e
BUCKET SHOP LAW
.GOES INTO EFFECT
Three Men Arrested in Birmingham
For Dealing in Futures.
Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 2.—The
new city ordinance prohibiting
"bucket shop" and "wire brokerage
concerns" from operating in Binning-
lam went into effect today and three
arrests were made for violating the
new ordinance, those who were ar-
rested being J. T. Rogers, manager.
for Foster & Co.; L. A. Wood., man-
ager of the Birmingham Cotton and
Stock company, and C H. Cothran,
manager for Ware & Leland.
Each gave bond for his appearance
in court tomorrow, when a test case
will be made. The police have noti-
fied the brokers that a separate case
will he docketed against each violator'
of the ordinance for each transaction
made.
A number of concerns closed up
last week and will not fight the lave,
which was passed just after the re-
cent 'defalcation Paying Teller
aibiolm, of the st National bank,
Who lost $roo, of the banfre
Molter in 'bucket-Shop speEulation, asbe claimed.
OFFICERS OF HOPKINSVILLE
CLAIM THEY VIOLATED
THE LAW,
George B. Hart Qualified Yesterday
as Administrator of Estate of
His Late Father.
The Hopkinsville New Era arriv-
ing yesterday stated as follows re-
garding suits filed against the St.
Bereard Coal Company, because this
latter concern failed to state it was
"incorporated" in some advertise-
ments:
"Commonwealth's Attorney Dennyl
P. Smith has filed eleven petitions
in the name of the commonwealth of
Kentucky against the St. Bernard
Coal Mining Company for $500 dam-
ages in each case for the alkged fail-
ure of the defendants to have, the
word "incorporated" appear in some
of their local advertising.
The advertising referred to appear-
ed, it is alleged, during the months
of August and September in the
aforntng News, the negro daily news-
paper of this city. Copies of the
paper of the dates complained of were
fled as evidence in the cases."
Property Sold.
Property in the county 'has been
sold by G. W. Lee to S, E. Allen
for $1,200. Talk deed was lodged
yesterday for record with the county
clerk.
Licensed To Marry,
John Mayes, aged 25, and Addie
Chapman, aged 21, colored, of the
city, were granted a license to mar-
ry.
Widow Relinquishes.
Yesterday in the county court
Mrs. Marialt Hart, widow of the late
Captain George 0. Hyatt, waived her
right to -qualify as administratrix of
the estate of her husband, and the
Court appointed the deceased's son,
George B. Hart, as administrator.
Captain Hart left no will cleviding
his prope'rty and interests that will
be wound up through the courts.
MUNICIPAL
OWNERSHIP
LEAGUE OF AMERICAN MUNIC-
IPALITIES CHOOSES DUNNE
FOR NEXT PRESIDENT.
Men From Places That Have Tested
Public Control Favor Its
Extension.
Chicago, Oct. 2.—The League of
American Municipalities, which closed
a three days' conventioo in Chicago
Friday, was represented by the may-
ors of more than a hundred Of the
progressive municipaiites of the 'Unit-
ed States. While questions of public
policy along lines of reform were
generally proposed, the principal topic
of discussion was municipal owner-
ship.
It is suggestive of the vitality of
this question that it sh(xild have oc-
cupied more than three-fifths of the
time of the convention and caused the
most interesting and eloquent ad-
dresses.
The trend of opinion on this subject
can be judged from the fact that at
the close of an all day's argument for
and against the proposition of mu-
nicipa I ownership the convention
chose for its president for the com-
ing year Edward F. Dunne, mayor
of the city of Chicago, the most radi-
cal advocate of municipal ownership
in public life tOday. The convention's
second choice for this office was the
mayor of Baltimore, a city that has
already five different public utilities
practically municipalized and is pre-
paring to extend city ownership in
street car franchises and other pub-
lic utilities.
The following expressions of opin-
ion from delegates to the convention
from cities where municipal owner-
ship has had more or less of a trial
are significant:
Duluth as Example.
B. Cullum, mayor of Duluth.
Wan.—Ivtimicipal ownership is a suc-
cess in our city. We have water, gas
and paving plants. Our experience
with these utilities has been satisfac-
tory. I am in favor of municipal own-
ership of all public utilities. Duluth
has voted in favor of municipal own-
ership of water and gas.
William J. Dorsey, mayor of Fort
Wayne, Ind.—Is municipal ownership
a success iii Fort Wayne? Emphati-
cally, yes. So far we own only the
water works, but we are preparing to
take over everything. I favor that
policy. I am a Democrat, but poli-
tics should not enter into the ques-
tion of city government any more
than is necessary. MS' home city has
twice voted in favor of municiapl
ownership, once in tom and again in
Kos. That was for an electric light
plant. It will vote on this same ques-
tion again November 6 and the vote
will be largely in favor of municipal
ownership.
Henry Scha;arts and' Jesse Brotius,
members of the board of public works
at Fort Wayne, and W. C. Schwick,
delegates hrith Mayor Dorsey, sec-
on4ed the mayor's predictions, and ap-
plauded his sentiments.
H. W. Wilbecir, mayor of Lockport.
N. Y.—Municipal ownership is a suc-
cess in our city so far as tried. The
city voted. to take over the water
works and that has given them a taste
for something more. There is now a
plan for municipalizing other utilities
I believe in municipalization with
some restrctions
It "Works" in Ohio.
I. N Zearing, mayor of Bellefon-
taine, 0.—I favor municipal owner-
ship because it has been successful in
our city. Wie own our own water-
works, gas works and electric light
planf. These have been built by the
city without a vote being taken. A
vote concerning municipal ownership
would carry by a large majority.
J. Fred France, ex-mayor of Hunt-
ington, Ind.—Municipal ownership is
a success in Huntington. The city
owns the electric light plant and the
waterworks.
Andrew Rosewater, city engineer,
Omaha, Neb.—Municipal ownership in
Omaha is a success .as far as it goes
The city owns and operates an asphalt
repair plant, and is fireparing to take
over the wtervvorks. I favor munic-
ipal ovinership, yes, and civil service
and other progressive steps to secure
efficient service. I am a member of a
political party, but am not in favor of
politics in municipal government.
H. J. Bowen, councilman, St. Jo-
8,Eph, Mo.—St. Joe has declared em-
Vhatitally for municipal ownership.
St. Joseph owns its electric light
plant. It is now preparing to take
over the waterworks. Both these
utilities were secured, to the city by
Public election.
'Andrew Olson, mayor of Moline,
Ill.—The city owns its own water-
works. The tylan works well. The
city has never voted 'on the question
of municipal ownership.
' 1-Tenry Smith, alderman, Milwaukee.
—'Municipal ownership is a success.
'Milvvatikee owns „the waterworks. Itheld 'in Georgetown and was car- is preparing to take over the lighting
Tied for liquor. ill ) plants. I favor municipal ownrehip of
I
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Will Be Sought in Interest of Local
Option.
••••••••••••••
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 2.—Attorney
T. L. Edelen, of the local bar, will
enter motiors before JudgeaoinSHR
go to Georgetown tomorrow and en-
ter motion before Judge Stoirt, In the'
Scott Circuit Court, for a manda-
mus against County judge Yates, of
Scott county, to compel him to call
a, local option eelction for that coun-
ty under the provision of the conti
unit statute. Mr. Edelen represents
the AntiSaloon League of Kentucky,:
A local option election was recently
I '
Fall Dress
Goods, Silks
All the latest ideas—the neTres'.. color effects—the most
exclusive combinations re embodied in this grand display.
You know through years of experience that no store equals
this one for good Dress Goods and Silks, either in quality or
prices.
:hiffon Broadcloth, light
weight, all pure worst. 54 in-
ches wide, one of the most
fashionable fabrics for fall,
comes in all the wanted col-
ors; per yard 
Gray Panama Shadow Plaids,
48 inches wide, all pure wool
popular and fashionable for
fall wear; per yard  $1.a5
Liberty Satins, 24 inches
wide, soft finished, bright
luster, come in white, black,
gray, garnet, navy or light
blue; per yard soc
Plaid Silks for Waists—We
show a handsome collection
of new combination of col-
ors, per yard 
One lot of Wool Dress
Goods, gray grounds,. with
overplaids of neat colors and
combinations; also Covert
Cloths; come in many new
combinations, large assort-
ment; per yard soc
Scotch Plaids, 36 inches
wide, come in a variety of
pretty combinations, per
yard 5oc
Black Taffeta Silk, 36 in-
ches wide, warranted to wear
per yard 
Colored Taffeta Silks, to in-
ches wide extra fine quality,
comes in all the wanted col-
ors, also white or cream;
special, per yard 75c
Smart Tailored Suits for fall at $22.50 are remarkable values.
Other styles at lira to $35.
UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY
Warm but not heavy; good but not costly. Giving good val-
ues 'has largely increased our sales of Underwear and Hositrydr.2
Union Suits for children Ladies' black cotton Hose,
at 25c, soc, $1.00 fleeced, at 15c or 2 Ter for 25c
Union Suits for ladies Boys' and girls ribbed hose.
at 25c, 50e, $2.50
GLOVES
Time to wear them, time to buy them.
Long Black Silk Gloves, good heavy weight, at per
pair
Long Black Kid Glovec, they are scarce but we have a
few; price, per pair 
FALL MILLINERY
$1.5o
$3.50
If you wish to sue a magnificent display of Fall Millinery call
on Mt-s. Clark.
L.B.Ogilvie (11)) Co.
Broadway and Fourth
The Fever
Season
equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get eetimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Wats. Heating from
Ed D.Harman
325 Kentucky Avenue.
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
532 South Fourth Street Both Phones 204.
all public utilities. The statstics
brought forward here by those for
and against municipal ownership ire
all, to my mind, in favor of the public
owning, its own things. I have been
for thirty-eight years in public life is
Mlwaukee and am the oldest public
official in the city. In politics I am
independent.
CARBOLIC ACID PUT
TN BAKE DAPPLE
Negro Attempts White Baby's Life
—Result of Racial Hatred.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 2.—It has
just been made public that a negro
'nurte girl for the _family of Oscar
t. Mitchell attempted, to poison a
ytearilld baby by placing carbolic
acid in a baked apple. he mother
of the child discovered the attempt
just in time. The nurse had been
reading about the Atlanta race riots
and said to fife family cook that she
thought it time for the negroes to get
even with the white people.
0. L. Mitchell is division passen,
get agent of the Lake Shore & Mich-
igan railroad.
Lightning—Tattoos Body.
A strange freak of lightning is -
ported from the farm of James
north of this city, says the Jali
town, N. TI., cdrrespondent of the
Paul Pioneer Prem.
Ole Cison. a hired man, whi it
work on a bundle wagon, was struck
by lightning. The bolt hit him square-
ly between the shoulders, burning-a
hole in his clothing, and then fol-
lowed the body and leg dawn to the
foot, making its exite through the toe
of his boot, and taking with it a bun-
ion. Some twenty-five or thirty
wounds mark the course of the elec-
tric fluid down the man's body, look-
ing like wounds which might have
been made by a charge of buckshot.
Olson was knocked unconscious and
his companions thought of course he
was dead. Later, however, he re-
vived and a physician was summoned,
who says that he expects the matt
recover. There are few cases ott
record where e man was directly
strieloen with lightning and lived.
A 'Large Pepper Pod.
The Messenger office is i receipt,
as a comipliment, of a red pepper pod,
teu inches in length. It Was present-
ed by Mrs. S. F. Finley of near Duke-
dom. It is an old saying that those
who can stxegskully raise red pepper
'make good 'husbands and wives. Mr.
Finley Says he. has nothing to do
with the garden, therefore it is in-
ferred that Mrs. Finley is. an excel-
lent housewife.—Mayfield Messenger.
The Cynic.
"Can a man play Ralf without
&wearing?"
i'Ves, but it won't be golf ';—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Frtraa"mgrar
Or, Childress
EYE, EAR, MOOR AND
THROAT.
Ofiace and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4
Columbia Buibiing.
Phone iciax—Red.
Excursion
St. Lbuis and Tennessee River Patine
et sompany—the cheapest and boa.
excursion out of Paducah. 7
Ine.•41•me-N
silinn For the Round Trip t$UU Tennessee river& retur7
It is a trip of pleasure, coratod,
and rest; good service, good tat&
good roam*, etc. Boats leave emit
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jaa
ruperintendent; Frank n
Brown, agent.
Excursion Rates on
The Rives 0
Round trip to EVANSVILLE Asa
RETURN, continoas passage 4001
Unlimited ticket $5.43o meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Witt
of five or over $5.5o each, without
meals; Sa.no with meals.
Good music on an the boats. FOS
art her particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gin. Pass. Apse,
or GIVRN POWLER,Chy Pear
Agent Phone 23.
AR-
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, CRANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. MR
Ice Cream
wrrii CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY. PEACH. PIRRARPLII se
CHERRY. IS sUrram
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
Pk-taros, Diplom 4 Csrcasset
Wee/ and OU Cillosea 
•
Mottoe and Ihdoodsrs
Framed right up to dat4 ha five aim
num time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE '
ei
--___.-014111111111111111Mtla
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office rives Globe Seal and Trust
Co., 3n6 Broadway.
1
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Roste
MUM LIMB 70
CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Also Ss Atibstras, Illridiesassses•
Bras,* 1.100 %whys
sad sasec otals:ein *a
af %Is* litosibe
enaniry 1111nrO Comairs.
eftaring • WI sititaste, brasiers
dites5Otnellealre ascomeisin siornerre
and aoloodid bowl*.
Send tin. sew sinatp las "Lead of
the She bobbin and Misr head-
somoky ifirsetrated Starsheri.
J. F. LOOM,. Tram Pam. Acne,
Lmaingtoa, Ky.
C. Fli. 811,r1R_ 4301110, Dist. Pass.
EMAINW XY.
S. B. Aux.. met Got Pam
Atrom, Sr. lads. Mo. -
•
....••••••••••••
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1100SIERS VOTE
BY MACHINE
JABOUT 135,000 IN SIX COUN-
TIES WILL "CAST BAL-
LOTS" IN NEW WAY.
114 Ileturns Expected Soon Aft
er 6
O'clock—Views of John
W. Kern.
I South Bend, Ind., Oct. z—By 7
eo'clock on the night of November 6
the people of Indiana should ,have 
a
-
report of how, approximately, 135,-
too of the votere of the state have
•es;t helices. By that time, this
year, full returns should be received
In Indianapolis from Marion, Van-
iderburg, Vigo, Mgmtgomery, Dela-6
ware and Newton counties, every one
tof whose voters on November 6 will
trote by machine.
The reports from these six counties
should not only indicate very clearly
3 how the state has gone, but will be
complete in the Seventh congressional
Idistrict, while those from Vigo coun-
ty probably will indicate the re-elec-
tion or defeat of Congressman Holi-
bay, those from Vanderburg the re-
flection or defeat of Congressman
Foster, and those from the other
counties will show how Congressmen
lCromer, 0 Lanris and Crumpacker
Lave run in their districts.
In the six counties equipped corn-
' pkte 286 machines will be used; 140
In Marion county, which includes In-
idianapolis; forty-four in Vigo county,
Including Terre Haute; forty in Van-
iderburg county. including Evansville;
thirty in Delaware county, Muncie;
twenty-two in Montgomery county,
Crawfordsville, and ten in George
lAde's agricultural Newton county.
The 286 voting places will cover ap-
proximately 550 voting precinct; in
1904. and will give estimators a good
basic on which to predict to what ex-
'tent the landslide or slump has gone.
'The fact that the six counties are
:widely scattered and run the wide
range in differing characteristics will
make them regard as of more value,
as indicating what the complete re-
ports will show.
Qukk returns can be expected be-
cause it is to the interest of the vot-
ing machine companies to demonstrate
to the counties and to the state the
time-saving value of the wares which
they are now introducing The Co-
lumbia and the United States Stand-
ard- companies, which have equipped
:f
SKIN ECZEMA
IN WORST FORM
Black Splotches All Over Face—
Produced Severe Itching—Year's
Treatment by Physicians Did No
Good and Became Despondent—
Affected Parts Now Clear as Ever
— Alabama Lady's
CURE BY THE
CUTICURA REMEDIES
,
"About four years ago I was afflicted
with black splotches all over my fate
tied r Coo eeee-oo! . whieh
produced a severe itetung iiritation,euit
which caused me a great deal of annoy-
ance and suffering, to such an extent that
I was forced to call in two of the leading
physicians of my town. After a thor-
ough examination of the dreaded corn-
plauat they announced it to be skin
eczema in its worst form. They treated
me for the same for the length of one
year, but the treatment did me no good.
"Finally I became despondent and
decided to discontinue their service/.
Shortly afterwards, my husband in read-
ing a copy of a weekly New York
paper saw an advertisement of the Cuti- ,
curs Remedies. lie purchased the en-
tire outfit, and after using the contents
of the first bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
In connection with the Cuticura Soap
and Ointment, the breaking out entirely
stopped. I continued the use of the
Cuticura Remedies for six months, and
after that every splotch was entirely
and the affected parts were left an
gonee ss- as ever. I have not felt a symp-
tom of the eczema since, %%hick' was three
years ago.
"The Cutieura Remedies not only
cured me of that dreadful disease,
eczema, but other complicated troubles
as well; and I have been the means of
others being eunel of the same disease
by the Cuticura Remedies, and I don't
hesitate in saying that the Resolvent
is the best blood medicine that the world
has ever known." Lizzie E. Sledge,
540 Jones Ave.
Oct. 28, 1903. Selma, Ala.
bold throughout the gravid. Cuticura Reap, Mc, 01r5•
. 
Lc., Mesolreal, Wk. ii. form of Chocolate Costed
Pills. Ms prr vial el Out, may be had of ail elruggiete.
leerr Drag sad Chine ('orp, Sole Prep.. acutou. Ma...
llallcd • re., The Clutters We boob, ' sad
nog lo Cute budgusimg lawman.'
LAND DEALS
IN PENNSYLVANIA.
4. •
+ t * 4
(By Rev Thomas B Gregory in Chi-
cago Examiner)
Against William Penn there are
very few black marks, but the same
can not be said of his sons, especially
of his son Thomas.
the six counties have arranged to have Memorable among the real estate
men with the machines during the transactions of Thomas Penn is that
day and they s4ll be instructed to known as "The Walking Purchase"
see that the election returns are into of the
headquarters in the shortest time pos- Penn
Bible after the polls close. The city,
rural and long distance telephones
rnill play their part in a record-break-
ing tabulation of complete results not
only in the county headquarters but
also in state headquarters in Indian-
apolis. Some of the voting machine
men think the counties will have corn-
plete returns a half hour after the
polls close.
The voting mach-ne agents realize
that satisfactory service and complete,
quick returns on November 6 will de-
• termine largely whether half of the
• state will be voting by machines in
• 1908 The commissioners and county
• councils in many counties are holding
off in making contracts until after
they have seen how the machines
please and serve the people of these
eix counties on November 6. If there
is not a hitch and the returns come
in within an hour, other counties will
lose little time entering into contracts
ror complete equipment.
The two machines contracted for
by the six Indiana counties have been
kiisplayed here this week during the
state meeting of the county commis-
sioners and ttley have been attract-
more attention of the comtnis-
wicmers than a new straw stacker
!would at a county fair.
I
Jnbn Kern, addressing the county
commissioners, said that the true test
iof the machines will rest on their
ability to foil the political burglar,
who, schooled in ways that are mys-
terious and tricks that are vain, will
at once begin to figure out a way of
beating the machine by making it
register crooked ballots. He declared
that it did not take the political burg-
hr long to get the combination of
the Australian ballot system.
He declared that this burglar of
suffrages works with a genius nrore
penetrating than the crook that sets
his genius to work to Pick the latest
burglar-proof lock, and he seemed to
be of the opinion that the machines
will prove to be marvels if they meas-
ure op to the promise of being "dead
Square and proof against crookedness"
that are now matle for them.
"If they will, as promised," said
Kern, "at last give us the assur-
oince that every man's vote will be
counted as cast, .the we will soon
have them all over the state and the
sooner the better, if they fail to as-.
sure this we can get along very well
without them. I don't charge that the
elections in Indiana have been crook-
ed, though I moist admit that to me,
personally, they have not olwaya
year 1737.
claimed that a deed had been
given to his father by the Indians for
a tract of land a certain distance back
from the Delaware, and parallel to it.
as far as a man could walk in a day
and a half.
When it came to confirming this-
alkged deed Thomas resorted to the
tactics which were worthy of Jacob
of old. He hired the fleetest-footed
woodsmen he culd find, and in aside-
tion had the ground surveyed, rte.
trees marked and a party of  ho -
men to speed the walker in eyety way
that was possible.
The Indians sent a party of their
braves along to look after their in-
terests, but they soon gave up the
yob, claiming that the walkers were
running rather than walking. When
the day and a half were up the walk-
ers were thirty miles beyond the Le-
high river.
Not only so. Lie line, instead of
being drawn irorn the end of the
walk directly t3 the. Delaware, as it
ought to have 'vete was slanted up-
ward for a long distance so aa to in-
clude the entire Ilfinisink country the
Trost desirable part of the province.
Very naturally the defrauded Dela-
wares were dc dedly reluctant about
leaving their beautiful Minisink, hunt-
ing grounds, and then it was that
Thomas resorted to more taci:cs. las-
ing unable of himself to oust the Del-
awares from the coveted territory.
Penn sent an agent with fine presents
to the dreaded Iroquois, with th re-
quest that they use their influence
in the case. -TIRL—Iroquois took the
hint and sent the Delawares the 'fol-
lowing message: "You know that
yen are women. Return to where
yen came from." The fear of their
cserlords was effeetivs, and. the Del-
awares moved furth:t west, lcavino
s reg:on in the ha-id! of
Pe. n.
In 1754 Penn consummated anoth-
turned out as I thought they should.'
It seems to be the opinion of most
of the commi
.
ssioner, that Kern has
pointed, out the true test of the ma-
chines and that speedy tabulation of
results is wholly secondary, though,
of course, desirable. If the machines
are found to defy the manipulators
of elections they will be introduced
as rapidly, at least in the counties that
are able financially to make the out-
lay for them, an outlay Which it is
thought will be more thrift covered
in a few years by the saving in the
cost of holding electionoby reason of
the reduction of the number and hours
of election officers. -- —
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When you buy Pittsburg Coal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
WHERE DID YOU BUY
YOUR PIANO? 
4' ItIv.,e
'
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Biliwtk 
They Make Them
W. T. Miller
Selected This .
He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at
E. T. VOURQUIN, Timer.
518 BROADWAY
• 
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P17 7 SBURO COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway- Jas. J. O'Donnell,
Both Phones No. 3. Manager.
DO
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE AS PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FR ONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAT
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.
C. Leo. 315 hay,
of his shady land deals.
By deceiving the Indians with com-
pass courses which they did not un-
derstand, and by tricking them into
granting a deed with the signatures
of the tribes residing within the re-
gion, the unworthy scion of the good
William acquired a lerritory west of
the Susquehanna of some seven mil-
Fong of acres—an area equal to :he
state of Maryland—for seven hun-
dred and fifty pounds.
In other words, the price that the
poor red men received for their land
was the thirty-ninth of a penny an
acre!
4 'AM 'Thomas Penn was a Chris-
tian----and the Indians were "benight-
ed heathen," ignorant of the "will of
God" and the "law of Christ."
Says the author of "The Thirteen
Colonies:" "When the Indiane of
this grant and were told that they
must fall back among the stranger
tribes to the westward, they went
over in a body to the French, and
were soon ;hooting down the British
regulars and tearing s/alps from the
heads of the women and children in
Pennsylvania.
And the "Christians" threw up their
hands in holy horror to think of the
atrocities of the "red devilel"
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS TILE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS ASD OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
Bide & Black, 516 Bway.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
Paducah Transfer Company
( I ncor poragsd)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
RUT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
GINN! 
.••
OFFIC,E 48.4-a
OFFICE SECOND AND MOF ROE BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE! -177:1
116 Fraterniinkilding
RESIDENCIC PHONE 3as
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Franchise Grabbers.
The corprations and franchise
grabbers are not only busy in Pa-
ducah but also in Louisville. While
some of the Louisville papers are
urginethe mayor of that city to veto
a franchise by which the city will
lore thousands of dollars, Mayor Yei-
would tie obliged to hear arguments
on both sides: they knew further that
Mr. Newman has'offered $to 000 for
something witch they wanted for
nothing; they kniw that their ordi-
nance provided no forfeit; that the
city's interests were recklessly cast
aside; that all this would hc pointed
ont to the committee, and that the said:
cc-mit-Huse migh tindgtake to I safe- „ can only interpret the unusual
guard the city's interests to the dis- bequest in one way—that Mrs. Hood
' comfort of the Kentucky Tractioni i
4 • 
ntended, us to spend the money in
crOwd. 
With an wffrontery. ther
is always found among me
in the business of enrichi em-
selves ot the expense of the public,
this crowd succeeded in compelling
the lower board to pass the. measure.
If theer were nothing more than
this to this fight, the mayor's duty
would be plain. He cannot afford
to indorse a naction which, in effect, L5t citizens ready to hold up his
says to the citizens of Louisville, you hands, and we know he wants to con-
t'rilie to deserve well at their hands.
He can do it and in our opinion, he
has never had the opportunity now
presented to him. Will he rise to it
and say to the taxpayers of Louis-
ville: "I will see to it that your in-
terests are not ruthlessly thrown
away, in order to pay political
dtbts?4'
We believe
thereby carp
T
went into office with many of the which he will
01111111111 11
benevolent work and in spreading
Gospel."
Mrs. Hood was a member of sect
known ate the Brethren. Mr. awcett
is actually engaged in igious work.
When in Chicago he met Mrs. Hood,
and she decided to make him one of
her trustees. Mir. Coppard is a mem-
ber of the Brethren society.
,-..-1--.-wwirwmatipirentrwrilywinrotrwwirassipiritiept.
First Day's Registration
The disagreeable weather was the
tion yesterday, only 2,213 names be
few negroes had registered yester
clear.
Following is a table glowing the
that of one year ago, and also the
1895.
probable cause of the small registra-
ing recorded'. It was stated that very
day, the reason not being altogether
registration of this year, compared to
total registration of each year since
First Day This Year.
1.31 R
Butlers 84 46
Chalks 75
*Diegels  6o
S. S. Fire Station 69
Schmidts 39
*Glauber's, 86
S. S. C. House No. r•- • • •73
S. S. C. }Douse No. 2 38
N. S. C. House 105
Kirkpatricks 99
Yancey's  40
Warehouse 83
Rogers Ito
Savages 86
Berry's 136
Plow Factory 46
Henneberger's 83
Gallman's 102
7
32 5
90 • •
2.3
39 1
22
27 2
52 6
20
54 II
14 2
6 3
60 to
77 5
23
22
41
75
Total 414 723
*Estimated.
7
9
7
76
Previous Registrations.
The following is the first day's
registration since 1895:
3 ... .2. . - ..... g; 
1895 2  332
1806.... ........ 3,258
1897 3  1
03
1898 2  398
First Day Last Year.
DR
Butlers 115 SO
Chalk's 85 39
Diegel's 73 io8
S. S. Fire Station 95 23
Schmidts' 63 52
Glatrber's to6 30
S. S. C. House No. 1. _88 27
S. S. C. House No. 2.. ... 46 75
N. S. C. House tat i6
prkpatrick's   134 73
ancey's  t 162 It
Vtarehouse 99 12
Rogers 157 35
Sa rtges' 10$ 97
Berry's 16o 24
Plow Factory 39 45
Henneberger's 114 64
Gallman's 96 116
— 
—
Totals 1755 887
• •
4
7
5
2
7
6
II
5
3
5
6
62
1899
1900
1901
........... 
 
2,742
1903. . 3,168
1904 3  415
1905 2,724
1906 2  704
HAS COLLECTED
ABOUT $55,000
SHERIFF OGILVIE RECEIVED
ABOUT THA TMUCH DUR-
ING SEPTEMBER.
As Soon as the Rush Ceases They
Will Take the Two Negro
Women to Frankfort.
Sheriff John Ogilvie's books show
trat he has collected something like
$55,000 in county and state taxes from
city and county property owners, dur-
ing the month of September. Mon-
day and yesterday he collected some-
thing like $ro,000 Or $12,000.
The sheriff vvill be so busy this
week that he cannot leave for Fronk-
fort with Grace Bennett and Lena
Jackson, colored, who got terms for
attempting to set fire to the home
of Mary Martin, negress, for whom
they had it in." They were convict-
ed during the criminal term of circuit
court week before last, the Jack-,
son woman getting one year, and
the Bennett female three months in
the penitentiary.
The she.-iff and his deputies are
busy collecting taxes; and also at-
tending the Fiscal court, which is
now in session for several cloy, and
at which the sheriff has to be pres-
ent.
Just as soon as the * rush ceases
Deputies Gus Rogers and Clark Fort-
son will take the colored women to
the state capitol.
A NOVEL BEQUEST
BY NEW YORK WOMAN
Gives An Evansville Drummer and
Another it8o,000 to Be Used In
the Service of the Lord.
ser of this city of 'his own volition
places his veto upon a. franchise that
has been so loosely drawn that it
affords little or no protection to the
city, and yet one board of the gen-
eral council has passed it over his
vcto. The reasons given by the may-
or for the protection of the city
should appeal to every member who
is not a representatiye of the trac-
tion company, but like the Louisville
corporation the local traction com-
pany seems to know that it has the
general council under its thumb and
will get all it asks for.
The situation in Louisville is made
plain in the following from The
Herald:
The issue presented to the mayor—
in the traction ordinance, now before
him—is a very simple one. _
Briefly stated it is this: Will he
approve a measure that was railroad-
ed through the council, simply be-
cause it will benefit a few of the
Mayor's political friends., that favor
beinimiat the expense (If the citizens?
y--this time the public is entirely
famCar with the provisions of the
ions measure upon which the
mayor is being ,urged to put the
stamp of his disapproval.
The tax-paying public—the sub-
stantial citizens of Louisville—are
with The Herald in this fight; they
feel with us that the mayor must
placp himself between the public in-
tei est and the franchise grabbers,
700 are relying on partisan politics,
sure and simple, to force the mayor
tc approve an ordinance whVh they
knbtv. and which 'anyone knows who
'hassvatchled tho. .proceeditigs, was
passed irregularly by the lower board.
When the measure come back to
the lower board its character was
4/holly changed by the amendment
?laced in it by the aldermen. In
sitiehanged form, under the rules of
the council, and following hundreds
of precedents, it should have gone to
the committee.' A fIght Was made to
have it so referred, but the Kentucky
traction crowd forced the measure
dcwn the throats of the council exact-
ly as they are now endeavoring to do
with the mayor and the neblie.
What then had they to fear? Only N York, Oct. 1.—Benjamin
this: They know that the committee Fawcett, a New York linen importer,
and William H. Coppard, of Evans-
ville. Ind , a traveling man, have each
been left $40,000 by the will of Mrs.
Eleanor Hood, who died recently at
her home in VViebster Grove, near St.
Louis, to he, used as they think best
"in the-Sekvice of the Lord." When
seen Saturday night Mr. Fawcett
ore, that
wh6 are
1ball not be heard on a measure, al-
thought it is vital to the interest of
all the tax payers. But when you add
to all the foregoing the fact that, in
passing the measure, the board de-
liberately, wantonly, tWrew away the
city's money.. 'it is inconceivable that
the mayor will do anything other
than veto the ordinance.
We know that the mayor wonts the
good opinion of the best citizens of
totthrville;--we know, too, that he
• 
- •
he will do this, and
the commendation to
be entitled.
2  830
3,228
2  883
WEDDING BELLS
CINCH TORY
MRS HATTIE WILLOUGHBY
AND FLAVIOUS WALTERS
WILL MARRY.
Miss Ethel Wells of This City and
Rev. J. H. Miles of Shawnee,
Okla., Married.
This morning Mrs. Mottie Will-
oughby of St. Louis and Mr. Flavioua
Walters of the county will be united
in marriage at the residence of friends
here in the city. The happy pair
Ileave on the noon train or Lexing-
ton to attend the fair on heir bridal
tour. They return next week and
take up their abode in the county.
Very attractive and popular is the
charming bride, who 6artnerly lived
in this city, but who for the past two
years has made her home in the
Future Great. She returned recently
to hsit friends and prepare for the
nuptials.
Mr. Walters is the energetic and
rising young dairyman of the Lone
Oak section of the county, and has
many friends in the city where he re-
sided for a number of years. He is a
nephey of Mr. William Walters. the
well known real estate dealer of the
Fraternity building.
Minister Weds.
iMiss Ethel Wells of this city ond
Rev. James H. Miles of Shawnee.
Oklahoma, were married last evening
at 9:30 o'clock by Rev. W. E. Cave
at the latter's home on North Seventh
street.
The bride 'is a dainty young woman
of this city, while the groom is a
Cumberland Presbyterian minister
of Shawnee, for which place the
couple leove to make their future
home.
Revolutionary Daughters.
The Oaughters of the American
Revolution will meet for the, first
time this fall with Mrs. George C.
Thompson of West Broadway, Fri-
day afternoon, at 3 o'clock. The pro-
gram is afs oosllw TAO AG!—
gram is as follows:
"Now by St. Paul the Work Goes
Bravely on."
Hostess—Mrs. George Thompson.
Song—"America."
Summer Aeminincences—any the
chapter.
Patriotic society (Daughters of the
Revolution, Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution and Colonial Dames)
—Mrs. H. S. Wells.
Chettal-Block.
Miss Mary Matilda Menai and Mr.
Brak Block will be unite din mar-
riage this afternoon at 3 o'clock at
St. Frances de Sales parsonage
Following the nuptials they depart
fcr a Southern bridal tour, and re-
turning here, reside at the home of.
the young lady on North Tenth
Tenth street.
—W." M.  Gold, yesterday in the
bankrupt court, filed a petition, ask-
ing for enforcement of a $t,000 lien
upon the homestead, in the case of
W. M. Anderson. Referee Bagby or-
dered Anderson to show cause why
it should not be ,done,
TRUSTEES NAMED
ASS'T LIBRMAN
111.••••••••••••••••
MISS ALINE BAGBY ASSUMES
THE DES OF THIS
PLACE.
This Summer Took a Special Course
in the College of Iowa at
Iowa City.
Last el?' ening during the meeting of
the trues of Carnegie library, Miss
Aline bagby was chosen assistant
librarion, to succeed Miss Rubye Cor-
bett, who resigned her position sev-
eral weeks ago, after having served
in that capacity since the institution
opened over one year sihee.
Miss Bagby is the daughter, of
President Bagby of the board of trus-
tees, and is well qualified for the po-
sition, as in addition to being a very
talented and learned young lady of
natural ability, she has returned only
recently from Iowa City, Iowa, where
she took a special cotrse in the Col-
lege of Iowa, that devotes an entire
department to giving instructions to
parties in charge of libraries. She
will assume her position immediate-
ly, and be of valuable aid to Miss
Mayme Bayn'harn. the librarian. She
was selected from among a lorv
number of applicants for the place.
The trustees decided that hereafter
Miss Hallene MeBroom act as as-
sistant during the sickness or ab-
sence of either the librarian or as-
sistant librarian.
MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Brooks Entertained Members and
Delivered Lecture.
Last evening a most int.:restititt
meeting wis held by the McCracken
County Medical Society, with Dr. J.
G. Brooks at the lattee's c,ffice on
Broadway. The host deliverctl a lec-
ture upon "Amputation of CI: Thigh
and Should,' r" explaining hi blood-
less system,.
The nest weekly gatherina will be
with Dr. Gr:ffith of Broadway, at
which time Dr. J. R. Coleman will
lecure on "Hepatities."
RACKET ST
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DON'T YOU NEED SOME LIGHT WEIGHT BLANKETS AND
BED COMFORTS? WE ARE SHOWING SOME SPECIAL VAL-
UES IN THESE GOODS AND OUR LINE IS A A3I&ONE.
Cotton Blankets
MEDIUM SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR 
EXTRA SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR  
ip-4 SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR 
11-4 SIZE WHITE WITH BORDE R, A PAIR   1.00
:2-4 SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR 148
10-4 SIZE GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR
10-4 GREY WITH BORDER A PAIR .... • ...............
zi-4 GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR ... . .
12-4 GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR .
11-4 GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR
10-4 GREY EXTRA HEAVY. A PAIR 
11-4 PINK WITH BORDER, A PAIR ... ......... .91
v,-75
1.85
LOO
. .............. 
1..89
148
1-73.*
Kimono Blankets
WE ARE OFFERING A VERY COMPLETE AND BEAUTIFUL
LINE OF FANCY .KIMONO BLANKETS AT 75, 89, 98, Von, Stall
AND $1,25-
CRIB BLANKETS, PER PAIR, 45c.
Comforts
OUR COMFORT STOCK COMPRISES SOME OF THE BEST
VALUES TO BE FOUND AND INCLUDES BOTH THE SEWED
AND TACKED ONES
THE PRICES RUN SOMETHING LIKE THIS 75,
$1.2o, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $1.95. $1.98, $2.25, $2.48 and $2.75.
THE $2.75 ONE IS OF LAMBS WOOL FILLING.
$1.00, $1.19, •
[TRULL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
It is made to heat more space with
less fuel than any other American
built stove. It is constructed on the
famous "Buck's System"—the firebox
and flue construction insures the
greatest economy of fuel.
Come to our store and let us tell
you more about this truly marvelous
stove and the special tr.rms under
which we are now sellinG it.
This Creata Fuel Saving Stove
Sent" to Your Home
On T;iirty Days
Free Trial
',10111114110Ineu 
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TIE COMPANY'S FLOATING
PROPPITY IS NOT ASSESSED
PROBABILITIES ARE THE AYER-LORD TIE COMPANY WILL
NOT GET BACK MONEY THEY CLAIMED WAS ILLEGALLY
COLLECTED FOR 1904 MUNICIPAL TAXES—INFORMATION
GATHERED AT CHICAGO BY AUDITOR KIRKLAND.
The probablities are that the Ayer-
* Lord Tie Company will not be re-
44 
funded the $666.38 city taxes they ask
the municipal authorities to turn back
to them on the ground that they are
paying taxes upon their stock in
Chicago the home office of he cor-
poration. The company its the
return of 1904 toxes, but last week,
while City Auditor Alexander Kirk•
land and Mayor Yeiser were in Chi-
cago attending the municipalities
convention, the former made a visit
to the board of review of the Windy
City to see what property the tie peo-
ple were paying taxes on for 1904. He
found only $2,000 worth of tangible
property listed, and nothing existing
referring to assessments of flothing
--sarpperty used arund here.
The Ayer-Loid people began op-
erating ocetend here sseveral year
ago, and in Kea the city of Paducah
assessed their steamboats, barges and
other floating property at $35,000 for
municipal tax purposes. The tax
amounted to $606.38, and they paid it,
but afterwards claimed they were be-
irg treated tiejestly, on the ground
that the steamboats and barges used
around here were assessed at their
home office, Chicago, and taxes paid.
This statement resulted in the Padu-
cah officers discontinuing the local
atsessment of the property on which
taxes have not been collected for the
past two years.
SeversYceeks -ago the tie company
put its claim into the municipal au-'
thorities, asking that it be refunded
the 1904 tax paid here. The council
and aldermen referred their request
to the joint, finance committee for
investigation before the money isr1/4
handed back to the co any.
Last week-while in Chi go Audi-
tor Kirkland visited the assessment
office there and discovered that for
1904 the tie -people paid on only $2,-
000 worth of property, and no refer-
ence whatever was made to the float-
,ing property around Paducah, and
which property the company contend-
ed was paid on at the Windy City.
The authorities of Chicago said the
reason the boats and barges plying
around Paducah were not taxed at
Chicago was because it was thought
the company was paying taxes here.
Now that they have discovered
this, the mayor and auditor will lay
the information before the finance
committee at its next meeting, to
which time the latter Will refuse to
return the money. It is more than
probable that the city assessor will
be directed to put the boat assess-
ments back on the books, and the
company compelledlo pay its portion
of the local taxes.
DESERTED WIFE
WANTS DIVORCE
MRS. MOHUNDRO INSTITUTED
PROCEEDINGS YESTER-
• DAY.
Dovie Bradford Brought Back, and
Claims That Brother-in-law Se-
ckiced Her Two Years Ago.
Another chapter was yesterday ad-
ded to the Mohundro scandal, when
Mrs. Shellie Mohundro filed suit in
the circuit court for divorce from her
husband, William Mohundro. alleg-
ing t/iat the latter has been guilty
of adultery with Mrs. Mohundro's sis-
ter, Ass Dovie Bradford, whom ths
husband eloped with two weeks ago
from this city. The wife asks for
the divorce, restoration to her
maiden riame of Shellie Bradford.
am! .I;6o alimony. The couple mar-
ried February oath 1899 in Henry
county, Tennessee and lived together
until last month.
Doric Bradford, the sister who
was taken to the home of her aunt
Lear Pusyear, Tenn., has been
brought back here by her brother.
Wade Bradford who went from this
city after her. On the same train
a brother of Mohundro's went down
and tried to get possession of the
girl, but Bradford heat him to the
house and secured her. She confess-
ed that her brother-in-law seduced
her two years ago ip Ballard county
where she lived with her sister and
brother-in-law. She was then thirteen
years of age, and claims that since
then she and Mohundro have had
illicit relations with each other. She
will appear this mottling In the police
court against the brother-in law who
is in jail, charged with having illicit
rtlations with a child under the age
of consent. At the trial there iFomes
up for decision whethet the- case
will be heard here, or taken to Bal-
lard county where the sister-in-law
claims the seduction occurred. A
watch is being kept on the girl for
fear Mohundro's relatives will try
to spirit her away.
PERSONAL MENTION.
+ • .1. 4. SS 4.
Mr and Mrs. John Curd left this
mornirig 'for a visit in Terre Haute,
Ind., Chicago and other points,
Mrs. Gus. Rogers and niece, Miss
Bessie Rogers, returned last night
from ihsiting in St. Louis.
Miss Mary Whorbrey, or the Cen-
tral college, has returned from
Lietchfield, Ky.
Mrs. James t. Wilhelm and Mrs.
James L Bothshares, returned last
evening froth a *eldest stay in Daw-
son. 
Mr. and Wirt' fiftsihn: Owen have
gone to St. Louis tor a visit.
Mr. D.. E. Wilson, the book deal-
er, returned eeitterday from visiting
' Bo- sisters in St. Louis.
//Mrs— Claude !Biker, of Greenville,
11/4y., has returned home after visiting
ides. .Wm. Wright, of North Ninth.
Mrs. Lucy Crawford, of Eldorado,
Ill., has rettiOntd home after visit-
ing Mrs. Alfred Rose. •
Mk. El btotlIP 41111 100* wei• Win e eton ,
CANDIDATES
FOR LODGE
FIVE PETITIONS FOR INITIA-
TION AND ONE AFFILIA-
TION ACTE,D ON.
City Democrotic Cfirnmittee Did Not
Meet on Account of Weather—
Central Body! pdeets.
At the meeting of Plain City
lodge No. 4.4g, F ,and A. M. last ev-
ening in their hall at the Fraternity
building, five petitions for initiation
were receved and one appl:cant elect-
ed for affiliation.
Palled Again.
The city democratic committee
meeting was not held last evening at
the City Hall to canvass the vote
cast in the democratic primary of two
%reeks since. The rain and bad wea-
ther again prevented the committee•
nun from assembling to perform this
task, which is laid over until a Ses-
sion can be held.
Women's Auxiliary.
The C. W. B. M. Auxiliary of the
First Christian church will meet
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock
with Mrs. W. G. Whitefield of Sev-
enth and Kentucky avenue.
Central Body Meets.
The Central Labor body tomorrow
night will finish checking over its
accounts, showing the financial re-
sults of the carnival given by its sev-
tral weeks ago. The Goddess of
Labor controversy will also be ad-
justed.
has returned home after visiting Mr.
T. B. Sexton.
Mrs. Fannie Rich, of Dulaney. Ky.,
will arrive tomorrow to visit her
niece, Mrs. Hugh George.
Mrs. Fannie Cook and Miss Laura
miles of South Sixth, leave in a few
days for Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. Sallie Morrow and daughter,
Miss Emily, left last night to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morrow, of
Memphis.
Judge Thomas J. Rye, of Paris
Tenn., is vtsiting his brother, Mr.
Wm. J. Rye.
Mr. Sydney Loeb went to Evans-
'ilk yesterday.
Mr .11. H. Loving has gone to Liu-
Mr. H. H. Loving has gone to
Louisville on busiues4.
Mrs. Richard Lawson, of Chicago,-
is vistting her sister, Mrs. C. F.
Kopf, of Fourth and Adams.
Mr. James Ferrisnan and wife of
Grand Rivers, were 'here yesterday
en route to Spingfield,
Ms. Maggie Utmemacher has re-
turned from visiting in Rutherford
Tenn,
Mr. Water Winfree and sister,
Katherine, have returned from vis-
itinat the famil yof captain Clark ;n
Cato
Miss Kate .Winsom has returned
from visiting- Miss Rith Clark of
Cairo. -
An expert has come to fix the
postoffice elevator that has been out
cf fix some days, and which will be
ready to resume by aSturday.
Mr. Wm. Malone Ot the park, is In
St. Louis preparing or a Southern
tour with his moving pictures. '
Mr. Allen Rawlinson has gone to
Clarksvilk, Tenn on Business.
LIMINF
...COAL... 
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST KENTUCKYCoal sold on the market. Why send ybur money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky productfor less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy Luzerne
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
11113=1111.111111111111123=rat....e...7.2:-.:311%
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Barry and
fleoneberger
INSTRUCTOR
HAS STARTED
PROFESSOR SHRIEVES LEFT
BOSTON YESTERDAY
MORNING.
SENSATIONAL LAWYER FINED
DIVORCE SUIT BY THE JUDGE
JUDGE EDWARD CROSSLAND,
OF MAYFIELD. SEEKS
SEPARATION.
High School Pupils Will Before Long He Lived With His Wife Until Last
Organize Their Clubs- for This
Year—Football Uniforms,
Superintendent Lich has received a
telegram stating that yesterday morn-
ing Professor Shrieves left Boston
for this city, and would reach here
about tomorrow. He comes to accept
the position of science instructor for
the High School of Paducah, but
will it be started to work until the
first of next week, as doubtless he
will be worn out and tired after his
long journey, which brings him from
hundreds of miles beyond New York
City.
Children's Clubs.
Professor Bayne of the High
School yesterday said that as soon as
school gets settled and things in good
running order the pupils of the high
school department will organize their
literary and other clubs for purpose
of continuing their auxiliary studies
along these lines.
Football Uniforms.
The uniforms ordered by the high
school football team of this city are
expected to arrive some day this
week by the. young athelets, who or-
dered the garments through Mr. D.
W.. Wilson. the book dealer of North
Third street. The boys forwarded
their order for htc uniforms week
before last. - • •
The Paducah lads will play their
first game this year with the Metrop-
olis school club, the date for the con
test being next Saturday upon the
grounds of that neighboring city. The
boys have negotiations on with sev-
eral surrounding cities for a game
Thanksviving Day, but have not yet
decided whom they will take on. It
is probable this holiday contest will
be played upon the local grounds.
HUSBAND ARRESTED.
Aobert Curry. Colored, Charged
With Abusing His Wife.
Robert Curry, colored, was war-
ranted yesterday by his father-in-law,
Joe Stevenson, on the charge of mis-
treating the former's wife.
Two warrants were issued against
Led Body. colored, charging him with
disorderly conduct. He is accused of
cursing and abaing another man
down in the lower end of town.
Tom Clark was arrested by Offi-
cers Brennan on the charge of- being,
drunk.
Czar to Quit Again.
Paris, Oct. t.—The czar is to ab-
dicate, and the regency is to form
a government for Russia, is the lat-
est sensational report from S:. Peters-
burg. All Paris is discussing it with
iterest It is said that Ncholas' health
has broken down under the strain to
which he has been subjected.
—The building innerly. occupied
by Robertson's ice office on Broad-
way and Maiden ancy, is being torn
down for a new struct ru ebtotto
down for a new structure to be er-
ected.
Week, and Now Sues Her on the
Ground of Adultery.
Many friends in this city were sur-
prised to learn of the divorce pro-
ceedings instituted at Mayfield by
Judge Edward Crossland against his
wife Earnestine Crossland, whom he
cearges with adultery. Both the
parties to the action arc well known
in Paducah where they often visit and
come on business.
He was married to Miss Ernes-
tine Taylor, May 31st, Moo and
they lived happily together antil
September 25th. 1906, when. Mr. Cross
lard decided to bring suit against
her for final divorce.
Two children have been born to
them during this time, one is five
yesrs old and named Samuei Hess
Crossland, the second is three years
old and is named Susan Hyatt Cross-
I.o.d. In his petition, Mr. Crosslani
asks judgment against her for divorce
caul also the custody of the two child-
ren. The filing of this suit produced
quite a sensation in Mayfield as 'his
many friends thought they were hy-
ing happily together.
The suit was tiled through his at•
torneys, Samuel H. Crossland, father,
W. J. Webb and Robbins, and Thom-
as.
Mr. Crossiand has the sympathy
of the entire community in the sud-
den breaking up of his happy family.
VERDICT FOR Sato
FOR A HIRED HORSE
Awarded in the Circuit Court—Sev-
eral Orders Made in County
Court.
Henderson, Ky., Oct. 2.—A jury
in the second trial of the case of S. C.
ToPey against the Cumberland Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company, ask-
ing damages for the death of a hired
horse by being killed by a live wire.
returned a verdict of $210 in favor
of the plaintiff in Judge J. W. Hen-
son's court yesterday afternoon.
The action was brought in the
May term of the circuit court the
first time and a verdict identically
the same as the present one was
found for the plaintiff. At that time
the defendants succeeded in getting a
new trill on dthe grounds that the
evidence was not sufficient.
The horse in question was a hired
animal, and the accident took place
last April on Second street.
Count Boni Elected.
Paris. Oct. 2 —C oun t Doni de Cas-
tellane has been elected an Anti-Min-
isterial member of the Chamber of
Deputies from the Basses Aipes by
2.250 votes agoinst 2,154 polled by his
three opponents combined. Count
Boni was unseated after his last elec-
tion from this district on charges of
corruption.
Commemoirative of the Feast of
Booths, special services will be held
at 7:30 o'clock this evening, and TO
o'clock tomorrow morning, As\Tem-
ple Isreal.
WHEELER CAMPEELL PAID
HEAVILY FOR REFLECTION
UPON COURT.
The Warrant Charging Henry Cap
With Robbery, Was
Dismissed.
In the police' court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Edward Puryear fined.
Wheeler Campbell, a lawyer, $5 for
contempt of court during trial of the
case charging Ed Vassuer and Her-
ron Wiiiiams with having receivedinto their possession stolen ice tickets.
Campbell made a smart Aleck re-
mark during the case, insinuating
that the court was in with the ice
trust: His honor promptly soaked it
to the lawyer for $5 for the reflection
and made the latter pay the money
right away. The ice ,case was con-
tinued until this morning.
Until today was postponed the war-
rant charging Joseph Hare with dis-
orderly conduct.
The robbery charge against Henry
Hennycamp was dismissed. He was
accused of short-changing W. A.
Bethel put of a $5 bill.
Until today was postponed the
housetortalcing charge against Wil-
liam McKinley alias Claiborne Cow-
horn, colored, who is accused of en-
tering the borne ,of Rose Johnson,
colored, on Adams near Seventh. ..
The breach of the peace charge
against Lyman Wilson was continued
until today.
Will Alexander alias Coats Eggles-
ton was fined $to for coursing Arnie
Cox.
Pete Griffin was given a continu-
ance until today of the breach of the
peace charge against him.
Enoch Harlan was given thirtydays in jail for disorderly conduct.
A fine of $5 was given Sydney Cot-lier, charged with disorderly conduct.
Miss Clara Berger yesterday went
,to Tahamah, I. T., to visit her par-
ents.
,
1
He Shouldn't Blame It on the Town.(Houston Post.)
In view of what has happened at
Buffalo, it may be regarded as a cer-
tainty that Grover Cleveland will nev-
er accept the town's invitation to re-
turn and die there.
•
A witness in the Willesden (Eng-land) police court while under oath
said that ;he had to turn a customer
out of his shop because he persistedin paying a bill that he did not owe.
Gov. J. LW. Beckham
Will address the citizens of Paducah
and McCracken County at
THE KENTUCKY THEATRE
Wednesday night, October 3rd, 1906
At eight o'clock, in the inter& t of his
candidacy for the U. S. Sena te.
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110 203, 205 S. Third
,
We have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
The designs are cut on the finest quality of blank
crystal.
Our glass is of unequalled color, brilliancy and
finish. r
&Wolff Jeweler
Now is the timelfor you to filtyoudlcoalthouse.
•
Lump 12c, Nut 1 1 c
Best Kentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT-- 
 Aent for Whitehall and
Agaiite Cment. "KING OF CEMENT.'„
M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960,:NewN45. - - Thirteenth and Adams Street
S.
• "7.1 •,-4,7.-7.TrSiatigelfer'" — '
MORE PAY FOR ILARGEST MAN IN
THE MINISTERS MISSOURI DEAD
MINISTER IN E OF BULLET FROM THE
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY DUELIST'S PISTOL
7111.• T•TR.M6.71.77,14WW.1991.171PITIFIMRW" 
""Mrrtirglirr."7"rirrlir""7
PLANNED IN A RESOLUTION OVERABUNDANCE OF FLESH
PASSED BY METHODIST PROBABLY CAUSED DEATH
CONFERENCE —GAINED eteo POUNDS
IN FIFTEEN YEARS.
Central City, Ky., Oct. 2.—The
last day of ti:e Methodist Conference
fo:..nd the opera house filed with min-
isters, delegates and laymen anxious
to learn the new homes of the min-
isters. The Rev. L. E. Campbell
was appointed to continue with the
'Anti-Saloon League. Dr. F. M.
the time the question ofoinETAOIN
Thomas, Owensboro, said that at the
tun: the question of place for hold-
ing the conference next year was
brought up he was at the telephone
'talking aboA a sick child, and that
he had an invitation' to the confer-
ence from his congregation; that this
invitation was still open, and be
would be glad if the questian could
be reconsidered.
R. A. Hynes, Pre ding Elder of
the Columbia district, zeriously ob-
jected, sayise he had notifiA hi;
congregation. Mks an animated dis-
cussion as to whether the conference
location should be reconsidered it
Was left to a vote of the conference,
which re•Atited in Columbia keeping
it by a masority of nine.
motion was in:de by numbers of
the joint board and passed that, on
account of a 30 per cent increase in
the price of living all ministers' sal-
aries be increased.
TAFT MAY SPEAK
AT MATTOON SOON
Will Deliver Address Therc October
8 if Cuban Aft sirs Are ;;;c1t1ed
in Time.
Mattoon, 111., Oct. 2.—Secretary
of War Tett wili deliver a political
speech in Mattoon on October 8, pro-
vided the plans now under way ma-
ture and meet the e..:pectation, of a
number of prominent people who
have the matter in charge.
• 
Secretary Taft, I, now Cuba, and
it may be that hi, Cut s will com-
pel him t? reina.a :here; in that
case be will •10. t et ha •k to the coun-
try to make_ the cid(' whieh tas been
arranged for him by Congressman
McKinley. The latter was in Mr.
Taft's party on its Philippine junket
about a year ago. He is personally
acquainted with the secretary and has
sent him the invitation and it .s un-
ierstood that he has been assured
ti-at he will comply with the request
p7ovided he gets back to this country
in time.
It is the intentisn to have Mr.
Taft in Mattoon. Tuscola, Chaai-
esign and Decatur. A special train
'a ill be pr3vidtd f • Mr. Taft and
p:rty and it is more than probable
that he will come.
:ANTOS DUMONT
IS PAINFULLY HURT.
Arm Caught in Machinery and He is
Forced to go to Hospital.
Paris, Oct. 2.—Six of the 'sixteen
b;•lloons which started from here Yes-
terday evening in the race for the
James Gordon Bennett cup landed
eft:ring the night along the coast of
Normandy. probably feoring to at-
tempt the passage of -the channel, in
wl.ich direction the wind was bearing
tlam.
'Santos Dumont had an accident
-
which 'compelled
; caught in the mechanism
motor, "paralyzing" it, atcording to se
eispatch receive by the Zclo club.
telegram from Santos
says that his injury is not serious,
though 11 necessitated his being tak-
e-- to a hospital, the flesh of his
arm being torn and the arm becom-
ing numb and stiff vei.
hich compelled him to descend.
HE FORGOT THE WEDDING
Preacher Delayed the Ceremony. but
Finally Arrived in Time to
Tie Knot
Morehead, Ky., Oct. 2. —Miss Mat-
tie Patton, daughter of Alex Patton, a
prominent farmer of Brady, this
county, and Mr. Daniel Dire, a team-
ster for Rhineheart, a railroad con-
tractor, were married here last night
at the home of Jack Bight, on Dry
creek,
T. W. Rose was to officiate, but
when the time arrived Mr. Rose was
not present, and after waiting for an
hour or longer a courier was sent for
him, two miles away to town. Mr.
Rose stated that he had forgotten
the wedding, but hastened to the
place about TO o'clock p. m.
If the Shah of Persia were to be
deprived of his income he could still
make sure jf being one of the rich-
est men in the world. H ewtmld only
have to sell his ornaments, gems and
precious stones to become possesed
of about $35,009,000, the sum at which
the magnificent collection is valued.
When thou art prtpared to commit
a sin, think not that thou wilt con-
ceal it; there is a God that forbids
crimes -to be -hidden —Tibullus.
Farmington, Mb., Oct. 2.—Word
has just been received here of the
death of Tom Mosteller at his home
near Hazel Run, in this county, late
yesterday afternoon, aged so years.
Mosteller was fie largest man in the
state, if not in the United States,
weighing shortly before his death 620
pounds. Fifteen years ago he weigh-
ed only 200 pomids, but shortly after
that began to increase in flesh, and
in a few years his weight had in-
creased to over 5oo pounds, and re-
mained about that figure until shortly
before his death, when it had in-
creased to 62o. '?or several months
he had -been una• • 'n account of his
great weight to . s to town, and is
believed that he even weighed more
than the figure shown when he was
last on the scales. He was never
sick and, although a physician was
summoned, be Nvas not given medi-
cine. Death came as a result of his
being overburdened with flesh. His
father died a few years ago very sim-
ilarly to his son, although he weighed
only about 300 pounds. Mr. Mostel-
ler leaves a number of children, all of
whom are rather. small for their age.
Up until about a year ago Mr. Mos-
teller was able to travel about, ad
he came to Farmington often. He
always attracted much attention in
town. When walking he usecLthe en-
tire sidewalk and when riding in his
wagon he completely filled the spring
seat. He had to have a bed and chair
built especially for him, and the doors
to his house had to he widened. He
was a farmer and had been very suc-
cessful.
His cousin, Irvin Shaner, is believed
to be the smallest man in the state
and especially the smallest Odd Fel-
low. He is now 34 years old, is 36
inches high and weighs only 65
pounds. He was always small for his
age The bones of his body are flat.
He is an active little fellow and trav-
els over the country selling his pho-
tographs He end his big uncle were
great friends, and the death of his
uncle is a great bereavement to him.
Attention, Forrest's Cavalry!
On October 17, 1906, it is planned to
reproduce in the city of Mesmphis, as
nearly as possible. that fearless band
whioh helped to make the name and
fame of Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest
immortal.
There will be no frills or furbe-
lows. There will be no band wagons
in the parade. There will be no spon-
sors and maids of honor. The pa-
rade will consist of the mounted sur-
vivors of Forrest's cavalry, formed in
line of march as they were formed so
often in the stirring days of yore.
going forward to do their duty. It
will be sinvply a band of Confederate
cavalrymen upon the _march. Of all
the division and brigade commanders
that served with Forrest there are but
four now living. Gene. F. C. Arm-
strong, H. B. Lyon and Cols. Ed-
mund R. Rucker and D C Kelley, all
of whom will he in the parade at the
head of their old commands It may
be the last time the old veterans will
thus assemble.
Let every man who, during the
war, served under Forrest come to
Memphis and take part in the parade.
Horses on be provided.
All the railroads will place on sale
October le. 16 and 17, good until
October St, round trip tickets at one
fare plus as cents.
As there was no man to lag be-
hind when the great commander gave
the word "Forward," let there be none
now decline to come.
There is hut one woman to whom
the troop will give place upon this
occasion, Miss Emma Sanson. the girl
who piloted Gen. Forrest during his
pursuit of Streight. A led horse, suit-
ably caparisoned and saddled with a
woman's saddle, will be placed near
the head of the column in her honor.
The widows, wives and daughters
of all old Forrest veterans are. cor-
dially invited to come, to whom spe-
cial honor and respect will he shown.
EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO HIT THE YOUNG LADY WHO
DRIVE OUT SUPT. CAMP- WAS THE INNOCENT
BELL OF BOYS' CAUSE OF THE
SCHOOL. AFFRAY.
Residents of the village of Western
Springs returning from the afternoon
service at the village church were
treated to the unusual spectacle of
their mild-mannered pastor, the Rev.
1V. Wescott, slapping the face of Col.
John J. Campbell, superintendent of
the Western Springs Military acad-
emy, yesterday, says the Chicago Ex-
aminer.
The rebuke on the part of the min-
ister came as a climax to a heated in-
terview regarding the position that
the Rev. M's. Wescott took in the in-
vestigation regarding the sanitary con-
dition of the academy and the subse-
quent arrest of Campbell Fridays
The Rev. Mr. Wescott, who is the
pastor of the First Congregational
church of the village, was returning
from Sunday school service. lie was
alone. He had just passed the grounds
of the institution. He encountered
Campbell out exercising a pony.
Campbell halted his horse and
jumping out ran up 'to the minister
and asked him to help him gain the
confidence of the village trustees.
"If I clean up the rooms and our
the beds won't you ask the trustees
to let up on me?" pleaded Camnbell.
blocking the path of Wescott.
"Why, you grafter, how dare you
stop me on the public highway with
such a proposition? You are not fit
to handle boys. You know you are
not, in your own heart. John Camp-
bell," answered the minister, who was
shaking like a leaf. His face was
crimson with anger.
"Any man that would strip a wom-
an the way you did Agnes Hubka and
beat her till her body was streaked
with blood is a cur. Help you? No!
I came and told your wife that you
were arrested. the other night when
there wasn't a man or boy that would
perform the service."
"1 appreciate it, minister, believe
me, I do." broke in Campbell, but the
now thoroughly angered minister.
with fists clenched and an expression
of contempt, seized Campbell by the
shoulder.
"Don't you thank me. you miser-
able specimen of humanity. I didn't
tellsyour wife for your sake, but for
hers. You are a grafter. If it wasn't
for the fact that I am a minister of
the gospel T would give you the same
treatment that you gave that poor
homeless girl—I would—"
At this point the minister got so
excited that he slapped Campbell with
his gloved hand across the cheek. Be-
fore Campbell could retaliate, A. C.
Mlacey, a member of the village trus-
tees, in front of whose home the al-
tercation took place, interfered and
with the assistance of several citizen%
prevented what would have been a
rnirgh-andournble fight
"I couldn't help it. it made me so
infernally mad when I thought of the
way that grafter treated that poor
homeless girl." said the minister as
he was led away.
"1 have seen that girl wail-king
around the academy with cinl yenough
clethes on to cover her She had re-
peaitedly told me that Campbell took
her into the attic, stripped //ter naked
and heat her until she fainted. And
the girl is to be believed," said the
Rev. Mr. Wescott last evening"
Wanted a Square Deal.
A postmaster general, or some one,
according to an exchange. in his office
in Washington once wrote to the
postmaster of some little station on
the Tombigbee river:
"You will please inform this de-
partment how far the Tombigbee riv-
er runs up," to which the postmaster
answered: "I have the honor to in-
form the department that the Tom-
bigbee river don't run up at all; it
runs down."
In due course of mail came, another
communication: "On receipt of this
letter your appointment as postmas-
ter will cease. Mr.  has been
appointed your successor." To which
came the following reply: "The re-
ceipts of this office during the last
year have been $432, and the office
rent more than double that num;
please kindly instruct my successor
to pay me the balance and oblige."
Knoxville, Tenn., Oct. a.—Ed-ward
Newman and Joseph Collins fought
a pistol duel over Miss Evelyn Fran-
ces Smith, aged 17, at Jefferson City,
Tenn., with the result that the young
lady received one of the bullets in
the fleshy part of the arm and New-
man was slightly wounded. The
men exchanged shots at a distance of
thirty pace. It was dark and neither
could see the other to advantage. The
young lady was present. The duel
took place on the north side of the
town, near Branner's
Collins was visiting Miss Smith
• and both were in front of the house
when Newman passed. As Newman
neared the residence he called , out,
l inquiring who the man was with her.
Collins made reply, and Newman
reached in his hip pocket for his pis-
kol and began firing. Collins re-
turned the frre, both men emptying
the five chambers of their revolv-
ers. Newman is a resident of Jeffer-
son City. Collins is employed by the
I construction force of the Southern
railway at work near Jefferson City.
Both men got away and no arrests
have as yet been made. The duel has
caused a big, sensation, the young
lady being well connected.
ONLY FIRST-CLASS
BATTLESHIP BUILT
BY UNCLE SAM
New York. Oct. t —When the Con-
necticut, the only first-class battle-
ship ever built in a yard owned by
the United States government, was
put iti commission Saturday at the
, Brooklyn navy yard it was exactly
two years since she was launched.
,Capt. William Smith, is in command.
, The Connecticut is the largest ship
ever commissioned for the Americanlimey. She displaces 16.coo tons andi carries an armament of four fa-inrh,
eight 8-inch, twelve 7-inch, twenty
3-inch, twelve 3
-pounders and eight
1-pounder guns, in addition to guns
of smaller caliber.
Beats Wife at the Altar.
Charles F. Schmitt‘er sxercised: his
alleeed right its a' haeband today
and whipped his wife as soon as the
justice 'had pronounced the words
.vhich trade them one, says the Car-
mi. Ill., correspondent of the Chicago
Inter Ocean.
The bride was Mrs Josie. Haggerty
of Princeton. Ind. They conducted
their courtship by mail. and she came
here to have the ceremony perform-
ed.
Justice Alfred Penell was reading
the service when the bride knocked
the book from his hand to the floor
when the ceremony had been per-
formed.
The justice offered the certilcate for
them to sign, but she poured the con-
tents of the ink bottle over the docu-
ment.
Justice Pennelyl looked up in
amazement, and she rubbed some of
the ink on him.
He fled, and the husband immedi-
ately seized a cane and whipped his
bride.
Loafers in Southern Cities.
(Hartford, Conn, Courant.)
One of the crying needs of Georgia
and Virginia and every other south
ern state of which we have knowledge
is good roads. Strapping 'loafers—
Idle, vicious, predacious---trwarm to
the city dives, congregate on the
street corners, prowl, thieve and ter-
rorize out in the lonesome, ill-policed
country. They are a daily curse to
themselves and a daily menace to the
community. Compelled to labor—on
the roads, upon state farms, at any
kind of useful work—they would be
removed from their haunts,. out of
-temptation's way, ender strict dis-
cipline, earning their bread and bacon,
producers instead of, as now, drones,
pilferers and incipient felons.
Mouse Kills a Cat.
It is not often that a mouse kills
a cat. Such a death, however, was
meted out recently to a fine black
cat in a Cape May hotel, says the
New York, Press. The cat caught
the mousC and began, as cats will,
i to play with it, to test it. Sud-
denly the cat found herself strug-
gling for life. In mouthing the
mouse without desiring to hurt it
she had inadviertently half swallowed
It.
For three or four minutes the cat
choked and gasped. Then it fell over
dead. The mouse, oddly enough, was
disgorged at the moment the citt died.
The mouse lay on the floor a me-nreett,
resting. Then it stole away.
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice at parties, dinners or any social
features call Dick Logan, old phone
2352.
ititactl
HEARST LEAGUE
IN INDIANA
Object Said to Be to Purify Politics
in State—Taggart to Be
Retired.
Indianapolis, Ind, Oct. 2.—It
leaked out this afternoon that William
Randolph Hearst's agents have been
busy several weeks in Indiana organ-
izing Independence League clubs and
that eleven counties are already at
work.
A club of 3oo was secretly organ-
ized here last Sunday. A state or-
ganization is now being formed in
response to letters sent out by R. W.
Isherwood, secretary.
The First district has already been
invaded and many clubs have been
formed in northwestern Indiana. It
is supposed Hearst wants to get con-
trol of the Indiana delegation to the
next Democratic inational convention,
but it is denied that this is his pur-
pose. If the movement is successful,
Taggart will be retired from party
leadership in Indiana.
For a Portrait, $40,000.
Berlin, Oct. 2.—According to the
Vienna correspondent of the Berlin-
er Tageblate the brothers Barges van
Salvador' of Trentino have just sold
to an American man of million's a
portrait by Titian of Cardinal Chris-
topher Msdruzzo, bishop of Trentino.
The price named is $.4o,000. The por-
trait is life size an clic not in very
good condition, as the colors of-the
face have suffered by i laldvised re-
storing. It is one of Titian's finest
works.. y That
of a little and narrow mind—Juvenal Jeweit—That's a dog's life 
--Pusio
Revenge is always, the weak pies,- ing but chase cats out of the yard. ubscribe.For The RegisterHewitt—It seems as if I did teeth-
"Savirp) Money
Rs a Habit"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
AntAll.the nine That 4par Gest. Keeps Piling Up
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Start Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Start You 
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
111111111111111111=1........goomellINIIIP
WHEN YOU NY A
Miller
ange
— YOU GET
he est
Hundreds In use in
this city bought 10
to 20 years ago.
Examine one at
I-IANCBROS. jSole Agents. 
218 BROADWAY.
Heating Stoves at Any Price.
BbSIAILSS COLLEGE
No theorist twin but actual business boon the start Morose&
courses in beshhesping, shorthand, souch-typeorritiag, pecisataisig‘ ear-
osspetelease. spelling, commercial kw, Making, arithmetic, gramoir,
Cal er write for besot:dal new eataksg.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THCPUSIIIESS COLL Eff 306 BROADWAY
Gay Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Emba4mer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALDIERSial
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
Phones: New 334. Old 699! Open Day and Night
a.
—se
matu=sutumuusmastmmum
The Oldest Continuous Honest
PAWNBROKER
Doing business in the city. Money Loaned
On All Valuables.
1. COHEN
t06 SOUTH SECOND.
833133::=Meleseemen====tt
'
We have on hand
For Sale:"
3 Hots, Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
t Horse Power Motor.
I 8 lone Power Molar,
so Horse Power Rater.
sett Light Drama.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Vorks Pth :
a.
-se
4
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Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of rictuses*
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used"orclinary"
apices.. Our apices are pure.
and freak having the strength,
aroma and Eme flavors which
nature alone can give. Use
them in your canning pickling
and preserving.
J. U. 0010loner
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
NOTICE'
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court Street: Old Phone
1316A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
s
e Sold at
es Gray's Batt,
Palmer House Bar,
L A. Lagoesarnno.
That run-down, tired feeling is the
Lest symptom of MALARIA, take
J. C. Flournoy Oec11 Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYSLIFIS.
Rooms is, it and see Colunteia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Amorist, at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah.
Kentucky.
IMMO •
DR. R. E. HEARN1
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tco NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours 8to to a. tn., I to
0. OS. and 7 to 9 p.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. O. MILLERZ,
WM.. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Millet
tibLAWYE Marble
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms x, a and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPITONES:
Residence 296 Office
Bacon's Malarial will
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will Cure you.
Price se Cents Per Box.
BACON'S?
DRUG STORZ.
Seventh and Jackman St. Phone 237
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Loansvals, Ky., Horn Show: Dates
of sale September 3oth to October
*tit, t906 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1936. Round trip rate $8.50
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 30th, October lit and and,
1906. limit October 6th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Lexingtoa. Ky., Fall Races: Dame
cf sale October and to 13th, aged
mchasive, limit October 14th.
Round trip rate Um.
Louisville. Ky.-Grand Lodge, F.
& A. M. Grand Chapter R. A. hi
Dates of sale October t5th and 16th,
1936, limit October 2oth, r906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Nashville, Tana.,-State Fair: Date
of sale October 6th and 8th to 13th
inclusive, !coed, limit October r5th,
ig06. Round trip rate $4.75.
Asheville, N. C.,-Missionary Con-
ference Protestant Episcopal church.
Dates of sal. October sand and 23rd.
1906, limit November 5th, 1906.
Dallas, Tex., International Mum-
iation of Fire engineers: Dates of
sale Ottober 6tla and 7111, 1906. Lim-
it 21 days Round trip rates $21.00.
Winchester Ky.. State Develop-
ment convention: Dotes of sale Oc-
tober 9th, and loth, 1906; return lim-
it October 13th, 1936. Round tr.p
rate $9.90.
Birmingham, Ala., Home Coming
Week: Dates of sale October 14th
and 15dia, 1906; return limit October
21ST, 1906. By depositing ticket and
paying fee of 5o cents an extentioni
to November orst, 1906 may be oh-
Dined. Round trip rate $9.35.
Memphis Tenn., International
Convention Brotherhood of St. Am.
drew: Dates of sale October a5th,
16th, 17th and r8th, 1906; return limit
October just, 19136. BY depoeitiat
ticket and paying fee of so cents an
es tention :o November 30th,
may be obtained. Round trip rate,
$3.23.
R. T. LIGMTFOOT,
LAWYER.
practice in all courts of Ke
tacky.
-ACC .11.-
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. H.
Offlee 1707 Moyers SI.
Tetephou 377.
DR. W. C. ELTRALNKS.
(Homeogashiet..)
Office yo6 Broadway--Phooe 120
Residence, 819 Broadway. I
Photo 149.
0. D. Schmidt:
Architect and Superineendent
4ot Fraternity Bandied
Old Phone 498 Red; New phoebe
PAODSAlle 11131K1UCKY.
E. H. PURYEAFt,
Attorney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register liuikting
523 1-2 Broadway, Pachioah. try,
New 'Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles.
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Easels Law.
OLIVER. OLIVER & M'OREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: 13estara, Ky. rem Waal
Marshall County; Paducah, KT
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone u4. - Old 'Phone 484
Dr. B.
Office with Dr. River* &
North Dikia. Buie Numbs ,ass.
Residence 1041 LlI, via Rhone Age
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
to 3oo horse power. Beet, sheep-
est and most monomical.
Special attention tr electric
ing Plant&
!LARRY ,E. WALLACE;
Pacoima% AY-
A
• 
DASICIBY
--DENTIN=
Mpallir1101.0-
NUMBER INTERESTED •
IN OCCULT INCREASES + Tins DATE IN 
HISTORY.
OCTOBER 3.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
CCENTRIC LORD LOVELACE'S
SUDDEN DEATH SHOCKS
MANY RELATIVES.
Limavady, Ireland, Oct. 2.-In a re-
cent issue of the Woman at Home
Annie S. Swan (Wfilliam Burnett-
.Smith says: "The other day some
one wrote to ask whether it was
wrong to consult a clairvoyant or a
palmist regarding the. future with a
view to shaping one's actions accord-
ing to the verZict given. This always
interesting question opens up so wide
a field that one hesitates to touch up-
on it. And yet there are so many
inquiries and the number of those in-
terested in occult matters seems to be
so much on the increase that there
can not be any harm in dealing with
it superficially, which is all That is
possible here. I do not believe, my-
self, that it is possible for any human
being to foretell the future with any
degree of certainty. I have never
known or heard of a case where it
has been done. There have been oc-
casional hits and quite remarkable
coincidences, that is all that I can say.
I have talked with only one clairvoy-
ant in my life, and that was several
times, because she interested me on
other grounds. I was struck by her
knowledge of the past and by her ab-
solute correctness in diagnosis, if I
may use the word, of conduct, charac-
ter and motive. This seemed to me
quite as marvelous and far more inter-
esting than any 'haphazard statement
about the future. Perhaps this may
be explained by the fact that I, per-
sonally. have very little curiosity con-
cerning the future; whatever it holds
I hope T shall be ready for it when it
comes. I do not want to anticipate
sorrows or tragedies, and one can wait
for one's joys. I also think that to
dwell upon a possible future foretold
in this, way would have a disturbing
effect upon one's mind and conduct.
This would certainly [happen with
temperaments inclined to brood upon
the matter."
1811-First newspaper issued at Buf-
falo, N. Y.
1852-A severe gale swept over the
Atlantic coast and the English
channel, entailing great destruc-
tion of property and loss of life.
1862-Battle of Corinth, Miss. The
entrenched Federals under
Gen. Rosecrans, 20,000 strong,
repulsed the terrible attack of
iGens. Van Dorn, Price and
Lovell with 38,000 men. Federal
losses, 355 killed, 1841 wound-
ed, 324 missing. Confederates,
1423 killed, 5692 wounded and
2268 missing.
1867-Death of Elias Howe, inventor
of the sewing machine, aged 48.
1832-New York Herald establishes
its own news stands for selling
the paper at two cents per copy,
Newsdealers' Aasociattora
having refused to sell it for less
than three cents.
I :.:3-State board of inquiry met at
Philadelphia to investigate the
legal relations of the Standard
Oil company to the state; its
conduct as to the payment of
tames to the state, etc.
1::3-Fire destroys the exposition
buildings and exhibits at Pitts-
burg, worth a million dollars.
rftgr-At Boston a petition with over
ten miles of signatures is pre-
pared for presentation to the
ensuing great temperance con-
vention, in favor of outlawing
the liquor traffic and opium
trade.
1894-Little Rock, Ark., visited by a
tornado; four killed, many in-
jured and property worth a mil-
lion destroyed.
1898-President McKinley presents
Admiral George Dewey with a
sword of honor at the capitol,
'Washington.
1899-A brother of Oom Paul Kru-
ger passing through Chicago on
his way from Nebraska to the
Transvaal endeavored to raise
a regiment there.
Following in Father's Footsteps.
A New York editor tells a quaintly
funny story, in which his little son
pays the leading role.
He lives in a Long Island suburb
where the mud in the roads stands
almost ea high as local rates, and it
was while pensively staring at the
slushy sediment outside the window
one rainy day that he grew reminis-
cent, and laughingly related a story to
a number of guests of how, early in
his journalistic career, he was car-
ried off his feet when at a crowded
outdoor meeting, and rolled in the
thickest mud that he ever remembered
seeing. "MM.
After which he went on minutely to
describe his condition following on
the operation, much to the intense
amusement of his listeners.
While he was speaking his little
boy ,had slipped off his chair and gone
stealthily out of the room.
Two minutes afterward the door of
the room opened slowly, and an ap-
parition appeared that looked like a
perambulating mud }leap.
And from out of this miniature
monument of mud and filth issued a
small, querulous voic.
"Daddp," it piped, "Did you look
like this when you was rolled in the
mud?"
Lake Huron holds a curious record
in having more islands than any other
An official of Tientsin, China, re-
cently ordered five prisoners-to pray
for rain on the understanding that if
it did not rain in three days they
would be executed. There was a small
rainfall, so another five were told off
to repeat the experiment.
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ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Padacah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.111.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 p.m. 8:40 P.m.
Arveve Chicago  6:3o a.m. 15:.3o a.m.
Aerive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:23 a.m.
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•
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SOUTH BOUND No. 305
Leave St. Louis  7:45 a.m.
Save Clicago  2:50 cm.
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halve Paducah  4:15 Dm. SPAS 2.10.
Lease Paducah .. 6:t5 p.m. 9:30 2-1:11.
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Trains marked VI run daily except Sunday. AU other trains ran
&Sy. Trains to3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; train, tot and TOO sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St Louis. Train dot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
steeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padecah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lie aisville,
JC1HN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Metuphia, Tmus.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Cesgs,111.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A_. St Lena. 'III
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTATIL. wissrEitiv KENTtXIY SASI
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR 11'4VESTION'T. VISMAH
EXT4ITUC1CY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
ME TO EVERYBODY. SEND IT.
CDC* q W. will rrEmoR.E.. e.dutilkh. ag•
adie4. C.aeSaare-.-v
jI. eou LSO,
111.P LllMI1I11
Steam and Dot Water Beating.
?bent 131 220 N. Third
4•ftw4t4r4""rie""t41~4.
am. ow tclared herself to be the seventh child AINN O'LEARY. 
The R
of the year, when he would leave per-
manently.
Before the new year had. been wel-
comed in Mr. X was installed else-
where HUredreds of people went in
ilsat night. but no one had anything
wonderful to tell but the one .man.
Ver lase story, which shows how co-
incidences inlay occur, is a painful one.
A lady who has a horror of anything
savoring of lortune telling was one
Div visited hy a woertsn who de-
Impossible to Foretell Future.
Annie S. Swan says truly that it is
not possible for any human being to
foretell the future with any degree of
certainty; the occasional hits and the
remarkable coincidences most people
would vouch for. I. too, like A. S.
Swan, have only talked with one clair-
voyant. but that one was evtrernely
interesting to talk with. She did not;
venture into the future-I had been,
told that she would not-but she told,
me quite enough of the past to con-:
since me that she was a clever:
thought reader; not only did she lay
before me, like an open book, the;
but she referred to
past, much of which was, for the time
being, forgotten,  
'
ciretrmstances which were only taking,
shape at the time we talked. After
one statement which she made to me.;
I said: "Oh, no! I am afraid you are I
mistaken I never heard of such a
thing" "I beg your pardon." she
said, "you did hear of it but you
have forgotten." When I went back
to my hotel (it was in London that
my clairvoyant lived) I reread a letter
which I had received that morning:
and found that she was right.
reading. She alluded to many things
All this was, of course, only thought
which I had forgotten, it is true. but
then, these still lived in my subcon-
sciousness. With rgard to palmistry.
very laughable incident occurred
once at a bazaar in our little town.
Madame X occupied the palmistry lake. Tt h-as at least 3000. Lough
Erne, in Ireland, has 36o islands.tent and pitted her powers against
those of Prof. Andre. A lady groan-
ing under the burden of her desire to
know the future, "with all its smiles 1
and tears," went into, the tent and
was told that she would soon be a
widow. Evidently marriage was not 1
a failure in her case, for she came l
out in a half-fainting condition, no;
offered consolation having the desired
effect until 'her husband declared that
he would go into the tent and see for 
of a seventh child (in Scotland such
h'inself whether or not his death war-
people are supposed to see into the
rant was sealed. Alas for th de-
future; in the north of Ireland, where
ceit(ulness of even the palms of hu- 
e
the people are half. Scotch, the same
man hands, out came the 
jubilant belief holds good among the unedu-
husband with the pronouncement 
cated classes). This statement did
that he had a long life line, he would 
not move the lady in question, but a
servant in the house begged to have
beat even the palmiseirecord of three
score years and ten. I 
her fortune told. This her mistress
permitted, and. gave the woman some
So, like poor Capt. O'Shea, he may food. Having raised the hopes of the
live to see his own wife a widow. I girl by the usual promises of lovers
How a Good Hit May Be Made. ! by the dozen and a wealthy old age,
Again I will use a bazaar incident the women got up to go. Turni
ng
to show how a good "hit" may be to the lady of the house she said:
"Madame. 
made. A young lady occupied a tent; yon would not listen to m 
palmistry was not in her line, but he but what I am going to say is not in
revenge, for you 'bay. been kind tohad a pack of cards. To do justice
tie our people, I do not think that one me. but I must tell you that you have
of them regarded this other than as two children in the grave; before six
a good joke. A certain clergyman months another one will lie beside
Went in and was told that within a them." Five months after, a child of
fortnight be would leave town, but the house was choked at breakfast,
that he would come back in two but not even over the coffin
weekly time ani stay until the end I the s
keptical mother of the
dear little girl believe that the sev-
enth child of,a seventh child had any
power to alter the plans of the God
who gave the little one for a time and
, klhen took *r an4ay from earth's
trials and sorrows.
' Clairvoyants and palmists and oth- i
er more than keen-sighted people are'
very AT110Si1114 <but
di'There's a tinify that shapes. our,
ends,
Rbegit hew them ai we mty. ter, delivered per week
LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
GUM, BEECH
Both Phones 26
Incorporated.
_
L Yellow U Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R SashIlindsf,Pine Poplar Beech Wakut Elm Interior
Finish4111) OAK FLO3RING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
We Are flaking Very Low Prices on HouseeBills. 438 South Second
4115 
"Horse Show" "Barnum
& Bailey Show" "Dog
All make their show: but
-a M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE
BAD WRECK AT
MUEPHYSBORO
HEAD-END COLLISION WITH
PASSENGER DUE HERE AT
3 O'CLOCK.
an Show You Fire Destroyed the Roundhouse and
The best equipped prescription de-
partment—Finest line of toilet
aiti•sles and perfumes—Purest and
freshest drugs and chemicals—Larg-
est line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
, PRESCRIPTIONS"
AGENTS FOR FAMOUS REXALL
REMEDIES i EASTMAN KO-
DAKS, HUYLERS CANDY.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
RIVER. NEWS
Cairo, 22.0, rise.
Chattanooga, 19.2, rise.
Cincinnati„ to.6, rise.
Evansville, 13.3, rise.
Florence, 8.9, rise.
Johnsonville, 15.9, rise.
Louisville„ 5.2, fall.
Mt. Carmel, 2.8, rise.
Nashville, 15.4, fall.
Pittsburg, 6.0, rise.
Davis Island Dam, 3.2, rise.
St. Louis, 12.5, rise.
Mt. Vernon, missing.
Paducah, 14.9, rise.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
Clyde leaves for the Tennessee river
here she remains until next Mon-
day night.
This morning at S o'clock the Dick
Fowler gets out for Cairo, and comes
back tonight about ti .
The Reuben Dunbar went to Ev-
snsville ye,terday and comcs back
101110TTOW.
Today the Henry Harley comes
in from Evansvile and skips ot:t im-
mediately on her return.
The steamer Kentucky will conic
slut of the Tera.t5See river tommor-
row n'ight late. She lays until Sit-
urday afternoon before departing on
her rettirs
The Buttorfe. comes in today fr.'s.
Clarksville and leaves immediately
4for Nashville.
The City of Saliillo will come out
of the Tennessee river about Satur-
cay ea route back to St Louis.
PAC SIMILE STAMPS.
Signatures just kke you write it
made into a rubber stamp at unequall-
ed low price. For the next 30 days
only 75c
THE DIAMOND STAMP WORKS
Nevi. Telephone se). 523 Broadway.
An old lady on the witness stand
at Bellinzona, Switzerland, gave her
age as 102. BlIt it was ascertained on
cross examination that she was to6.
She explained that she was "ashamed
•n I being so old." •
Injured Sixteen Engines at
Atlanta, Ga.
A
The passenger train due in yester-
day afternoon at 3 o'clock from St.
Louis over the Illinois Central rail-
road, by way of Brookport, did not
readh this city until to o'clock last
night, being delayed seven hours on
account of a head-end wreck at Mur-
physboro, Ill., yesterday morning.
The train was brought here from Car-
bondale, Ill., by Conductor Hooper.
who joins it at that palce en route
down from Centralia. The wreck oc-
curred before the train reached him.
This passenger train crashed into
another passenger near Murphysboro,
and the engineers and firemen hurt,
but not seriously. Nobody was killed,
but slight injuries sustained by quite
a number. Douglas Lynn, the Ameri-
can company's express messenger
from here to St. Louis, was on the
run, and although his car was
smashed considerably. he escaped in-
jury. Mail Agent Manny, out of this
city, was on the run also, but escaped
with only some slight bruises.
PURE
MEDICAL
WINES
We carry a large assort-
ment of tine wines for
table and medical use.
OUR COOKING
SHERRY
is a pure, first quality,
dbmestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor in half gal-
lon bottles for $1.25.
R. W. W kLIEER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Broadway.
Both Phones 175.
Railroad Fire.
Yesterday morning Superintendent
W. J. Hills of the local division for
the N., C. St S. L. railroad. receiv.ed
word from Atlanta, Ga., stating that
the company's roundhouse had been
destroyed. Along with the informa-
tion of the blaze, came orders from
headquarters that the Paducah shops
send immediately to Atlanta, all the
engines that could be spared from
this terminus. Superintendent Hills
acted at once and every engine that
could possibly be spared from here,
was yesterday started on its way to
Atlanta to take the place of the in-
jured. engines that cannot be used
until rebuilt, as the cabs were burned
off, and many metal parts injured by
the intense heat.
DIVERS TO
LOCATE BODIES
REMAINS OF TWQ L. AND N.
WRECK vIcTrmt NOT YET
RECOVERED.
Cars Which Plunged Into Cum-
berland River Found Miles
From Scene.
Clarksville, Tenn., Oct. 2.—Divers
are here at work trying to locate the
bodies of Frank Porter, of Bowling
Green, Ky., and Will Woods, of
Clarksville, who were killed in the
dreadful disaster Saturday night when
an L. and N. engine, baggage and
mail cars plunged ;nto Cumberland
river through an open draw bridge.
The mail car was found six miles
from the city, and is being guarded
to prevent any attempt at robbery.
The express car was landed twelve
miles from the city in a wrecked con-
dition, the bottom having -fallen out
of it.
The officials are at a loss to de-
termine how to look for the body of
Wood. It is not known whether he
met death in his car or jumped and
was drowned. Porter's body is sup-
posed to be under the engine.
It was one of the most dreadful cat-
astrophes that ever occurred here,
and was witnessed by half a hundred
people who were watching the draw
turned for a steamboat to pass. The
four men, who were rescused from
the river after the most thrilling ex-
periences, are not seriously hurt. ..
Steamboat's Narrow Escape.
The steamer H. W. Bmtorff in the
Nashville and Paducah trade, had a
narrow escape from being in thefatal L. and N. wreck at the Clarks-
ville bridge Saturday. The boat was
corning down and blew for the bridge
at Clarksville She was just three
minutes behind the wreck and pas-
sengers on the boat were among thefirst to be on the scene.
Later—The following message was
received by the Register:
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 2.—Fire started
tonight at 9 o'clock in the rear of a
wood4ho1, of the Western and Atlan-
tic railroad, ad made such rapid
progress that before it was extin-
guished., the entire repair and paint
shops, roundhouse and eighteen en-
gines therein were destroyed. The
total loss is estimated at $175,000.
Two hundred and fifty men will be
-thrown out of employment for sev-
eral months The fire was caused by
a spark from a passing engine.
Train Late.
The pasIlesiser train due in from the
South at noon yesterday over the
Illinois Central railroad, was several
hours late, on account of had connec-
tions, due to the storms down below
here.
MORMON ARRESTED
FOR LIVING WITH
HIS FIVE WIVES
Salt Lake City. Oct. 2.—The presi-dent of the Mormon church, Joseph
F. Smith, was arrested and bound
over to the district court today on
the charge.xf living unlawfully with
five wives. -The complaint was sworn
to by a Mormon deputy sheriff, the
warrant was served by order of a
Mormon sheriff, and the committing
magistrate is also mormon.
President Smith was arraigned im-
mediately after his arrest and waived
preliminary bearing. After being
hound over he was released on his
own recognizance. •
Whatever the motive back of to-
ray's proceedings, Ate effects will be
to disarm t he criticism taht hos been
directed against the authorites for
their failure to take cognizance of the
admission made .by President Smith
h(foro the senate committee during
the investigation of the Smoot case.
Those who plot the destruction
of others, often fall themselves --
Phaedrus.
PAC SIMILE STAMPS
Signatures just like you write t
made into a rubber :tarns; at unequal-
ed low Orice. For the next 30 days
only 75c.
THE DIAMOND STAMP WtORKSNew Telephone 36 523 Broadway.
iC. H. CHENAULT INJUREDIN FALL ON STREET--Louisville, Oct. 2. —In alighting
./from a south
-bound Fourth avenue
can before the car had come to
standstill, C. P. Chenault, of Frank-fort, tripped and fell 'heavily to the
pavement on Fourth avenue, near
Walnut street, at 7 o'clock last tight
sustaining several slight cut• aboatthe head and bruises on his hands and
wrists. He was moved to the Gray-
street Infirmary, where his injuries
were dressed, and where he spent the
night. It was said by the physicians
there that his condition was not
serious.
Mr. Chenault is a son-in-law of
Judge J. H. Hazelrigg. of Frankfort,
and a cousin of John B. Chenault
democratic candidate for State Treas-
urer. He is registered at the Old Inn
and came to Louisville Saturday to
attend the horse show at the Armory.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + • I +
POPULAR WANTS.
• • • • * • • + + + + + +
FOR SALE: Good gentle horse.
See J. If. Griffith, Paducah Printing
;old Bookbining Co. at
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, 220
Kentucky Ave.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 530 South Third street.
New phone spooA.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on short no
tce.
• 
 •
WAYTED FOR U. S. IMIdY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
Ages of 22 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an essape-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
trite arglish. For information ap-
ply to Recniting Officer, Neav Rich-
road Hcrnse, Paducah, Ky.
DR.. HOYER
Room 209 Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
'phone old 464- •
UNVEILING
CEREMONIES
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
WILL CONDUCT THEM
NEXT SUNDAY.
• It is well for one to kliow more
than he says.—Platus.
There Are Two Members of Olive
and Two of Jersey Camp, and
One Lady of the Circle.
The Woodmen of the World of
al's city have arranged for the an-
nual unveiling ceremonies next Sun-
doy afternoon, at which time there
will be unveiled the monuments erect-
ed above the graves of brethren who
have. passed away during the year
just gone by. The lodges will all
attend the ceremonies in a body at
the respective cemeteries where the
remains rest.
The committee that has arranged
far the exercises is composed of
George Lehnhard, chairman, George
Lee, clerk and Members David A
Cross, Joheph R. Flescb. C. C. Bak-
er and Frank Roark. They have
selected W. R. Parker as the master
of ceremonies, while the oration of
day will be delivered by Mr. David
A. Cross, the attorney. Dr. W. H.
Pitcher will deliver a recitation.
Tile monuments to be unveiled are
those of members who have passed
away during the past twelve months.
The two from Olive camp are Louis
Bodenheimer and Mr. Shearer, while
those of Jersey camp are William
Pryor and ?Ann Sulver. The ladies of
the circles 'have only one dead, Mrs.
William McKewen, of Evergreen
Grove.
The Calcutta police are required
to. catch sharks in the Hoogly in their
spare time.
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Musk Rolls and Satchels
Oct One and Protect Your Music From Damage.
Here Are Some of .Our
-Special Value's
No, a. Seal Grain Leatherette, mighty goodNo 2. Fabrikoid Roll, purse attached, good enough, ....pcNo. 3. Solid Patent Leather Roll, worth $1.25, for 75cNo. 4. Saddkrs Leather Roll, most durable madeNo. ;r: Leatherette Satchel, our biggest value No. 20. Saddler's Leather Satchel, worth $2a 50, for 
 $1.90Other Rolls and Satchels in all colors St.00 to $assoWe are showing the biggest selection and finest valuesever brown to Paducah.
El.f.Wilson at IlirboursDepartment Store
•
Abram, L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bolter-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - Residence Phone 734
B. MichaelIN THE LEAD.The Only LicensedPawnbroker.
.n the city—money loaned oa all • aluables at the lowest interest--allbeanie's strictly confidential
Just Received a Big Lot
of (shot guns including all the high-grade makes sack as L C. Smiths—Parker-La Feer-r etc_ We bare the Remington automatic shot gun.
Also Bargains in all
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and tile morn complete line otmusical instruments in the city.
We also have a complete stock of traveling bags—prices. are
111 Broadway 211. riot-
TO RESIST
THE WORLD
JAPS ARE PLANNING TO BUILD
A NAVY OF THIS CHAR-
ACTER.
Diet Asked to Vote $133,poo,000 For
The Purpose, $12,000,000 to Re-
pair Present Chips.
Ciotoria, B. C., Oct. 2.-- Advices
were received today by the steamer
Thereupon that the Japanese Naval
department has decided upan a naval
program for the improvement of the
Japanese navy, the expulsion to 'cov-
er a perior of eight years. The diet
.is asked to vote $135,000,000 for the
purpose, of which $12,000,000 will be
used to repair present vessels, among
them the former Russian vessels
c:tptured and
Many of,ahe vessels now in service
will be Oplaced. The program of
the naval, artment will be to 'have
a battleship aqui:Aron of eight ves-
sels, representing the strongest and
newest types, two armored cruiser
squadrons of eigrt ships each, and
three fast cruiser squadrons of four
ships each, repre' sting a program
of shipbuilding r the next decade.
Extensive military maneuvers wi'.1
be held near Kohura by the Japan-
CF e army. The maneuvers will be
held privately, not even foreign at-
taches being permitted to attend.
The 'Japanese government has
planned a complimentary Mission to
China for the end of October. This
will be the first instance in the his-
tory of a Japanese Prince of the
blood paying a visit to the Chinege
court.
- Perryton Fight in Saloon'
Richmond, Ky., Oct 2.—Broad
and Woodford Ageo. farmers from
Poosey Ridge, on one side, and L.
U. Vineent, a farmer from Jessamine
county, on the miter, this afternoon
engaged in a fight with knives in a
saloon. Vincent was stabbed six
times and dangerously wounded.
Woodford Agee had the little finger
of his right hand nearly severed. The
participants were all arrested and
lodged in jail.
Dont Wait BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES, 
TOO LONG COAL Genuine TradewaterReal Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFOR.E YOU BUY
est Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio Both Phones:-.254
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